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Abstract
The research aim is to investigate different methods of profiling user
activities in an office environment. This will allow optimal use of
resources in future Intelligent Office Environments while still taking
account of user preferences and comfort. To achieve the goal of this
research, a data collection system is designed and built. This required
a wireless Sensor Network to monitor a wide range of ambient con-
ditions and user activities, and a software agent to monitor user’s
Personal Computer activities. Collected data from different users are
gathered into a central database and converted into a meaningful for-
mat for description of the worker’s Activity of Daily Working (ADW)
and office environment conditions.
Different techniques including Approximate Entropy (ApEn), consis-
tency measures, linear similarity measures and Dynamic Time Warp-
ing (DTW) are employed to quantify a user’s behaviour and extract
a user profile. The individual user profile is representative of a user’s
preferences, consisting of user routine activities, consistency of office
usage and their thermal comfort. Using the statistical techniques,
consistency and ApEn, it is possible to characterise different users
with only a few parameters. Using similarity techniques one can as-
sess the interrelationship of different aspects of a user’s behaviour.
This helps to assess the importance of those aspects within the pro-
file. The novel contribution is the use of these techniques within the
context of ADW.
This research investigates soft computing techniques to enhance user
profiling. A novel fuzzy characteristic matrix is proposed to sum-
marised the ADW. The activity recognition models using an event-
driven and a fuzzy inference system are proposed to recognise a worker’s
activities during times when the office is occupied and unoccupied
during a workday. The experimental results demonstrate the mod-
els recognise a worker’s activities and can classify into six categories
(home, lunch, short break, out of office duties, not use computer/lighting
and use computer/lighting) with accuracy of more than 90%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Buildings are becoming the fastest growing energy consuming sector. Applying
energy efficiency measures could contribute to the reduction of current energy
consumption. To be able to apply energy efficiency measures, it is required to
interact with the environment. The availability of modestly priced sensors and
low cost computers allow us to consider individualised monitoring and control of
the environment.
In this research we are specifically investigating ways to improve the energy
efficiency in an office environment. Apart from the energy optimisation issue,
there are other factors such as office worker’s performance which could be inves-
tigated. As reported in [1], one of the major causes of stress for clerical workers is
the lack of control of their environmental conditions. If the energy consumption
units including lighting, heating and Personal Computer (PC) are made more
responsive to the user’s habits, routines and preferences, there would be more
acceptance of their use.
An office environment equipped with appropriate sensory devices and actu-
1
1. Introduction
ators is required to be able to control the environmental conditions. Such an
environment will be referred to as “Intelligent Office” environment. Apart from
the monitoring and control of the environment, there should be an intelligent
decision-making process taking into account the office user’s work activities and
personal preferences. This will be referred to as a Building Management System
(BMS). Studies in [2–5] have highlighted the importance of different sensors and
a wide range of added capabilities in BMS including building security, activity
recognition and automation control system.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: in the next section an overview
of this research is presented. In Section 1.2, the aim of this thesis and the proposed
objectives are presented. Section 1.3 introduces the major contribution of the
thesis. Finally, the remaining chapters of this thesis are outlined in Section 1.4.
1.1 Overview of the Research
In modern office environments, lighting systems, heating/cooling system and PC
are the main energy consumers. Many companies would like to reduce their
energy usage for two reasons. The first is that they worry about the environment
and want to reduce the impact they have on it. The second reason, and most
likely the one that companies care about most, is cost. For example, PCs waste a
lot of energy due to being left on for long periods of time when not in use. Even
though they have power management modes to reduce their energy consumptions
when they are not in use, these are not always being used.
Some workplaces incorporate reactive systems such as Passive Infra-red (PIR)
activated lighting, but these can be activated/deactivated inappropriately. Heat-
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ing systems often work on the assumption of a 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM presence, five
days a week, whereas an individual office worker may have a different schedule,
including long periods out of the office. Similarly, automated office computer
shut down may be set based on assumptions of behaviour that are inappropri-
ate, leading users to try to find ways of subverting the mechanisms so that their
computer remains on and avoids the inconvenience of a slow restart.
The proposed research framework is illustrated in Figure 1.1. There are three
distinct phases to develop the research; in the first stage, a data collection system
is developed. Different monitoring and data collection system are investigated.
The data collection system collects environmental conditions, user activities and
office conditions. In the second phase, data mining techniques are applied to iden-
tify different user characteristics. Similarity measures are used to compare users’
behaviour, detect similar behaviour between different users and also compare the
user’s behaviour across different days/weeks. In the third stage, activities recog-
nised from a user are represented as user profile. User profile is used to summarise
the activities of a user in an office environment. User profile is also used to opti-
misation environmental control system, so that the office condition are adjusted
in line with the individual user.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
The research question in this project is how to understand and characterise the
behaviour of an office user in terms that can be used for optimising comfort? To
answer the research question, the following aim is identified.
The aim of the research is to record and analyse the detailed behaviour of users
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Figure 1.1: Research Framework
in office environments. Activities are monitored using low level sensory devices
to detect when office workers enter/leave the room, sit down at the desk, and use
the PC. We also monitor when they switch the light on/off, adjust the heating
or leave the room to get a drink. Using this low level information gathered from
the office environment, a user profile will be created such that the environment
could be controlled based on the learned profile.
In order to accomplish the aim of this research, the following objectives are
identified:
1. To investigate the requirements for the development of an appropriate mon-
itoring system for intelligent office environment.
2. To investigate the suitability of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) to mea-
sure all relevant parameters with minimum interference with the users’ daily
activities.
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3. To integrate collected data from different sources and present them in a
uniform format. Collected data from different offices must be in a central
database and it is essential to store the information in a suitable format for
further processing.
4. To investigate efficient and meaningful formats of representation and visu-
alisation of raw data. Raw data in either binary or analog format may not
representing the activities in a meaningful format and it is important to
convert the raw data into another format to make it more understandable.
5. To extract a user profile based on the collected data from an office worker.
The profile represents the user activities in a simple and more meaningful
format. User routine activities, consistency of office usage and also user
ambient condition preferences should be represented within the user profile.
6. To investigate soft computing techniques to enhance user profiling and cre-
ate more specific user characteristics which will be use to identify different
activities. The user characteristics will form the basis of controlling the
lighting, heating and the PC.
1.3 Major Contributions of the Thesis
The main contributions of this thesis are:
- Development of software and hardware required to collect ambient condi-
tions, user activities and office conditions in intelligent office environments.
Both wired and wireless systems are investigated for their suitability in an
office environment.
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- Collect data that represent Activities of Daily Working (ADW) for different
office users. The ADW are related to university academic offices represent-
ing academic staff working activities, which involve more varied patterns of
behaviour.
- Investigate and determine similarities between different users’ ADW and
also compare the users behaviour across different days/weeks. Both lin-
ear and non-linear similarity measures are applied. Different techniques
including Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are investigated. The novel con-
tribution is the use of these techniques within the context of ADW.
- Using statistical techniques to quantify users’ behaviour and their prefer-
ences and produce a novel signature representing the individual’s ADW.
- Proposed a novel fuzzy characteristic matrix to summarised the activities of
an office user. The characteristic matrix is presented as fuzzy values which
indicate the likelihood of the sequence of activities.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters that are summarised as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter gives a review of the relevant literature related to different aspects
of intelligent offices. Initially, an introduction to energy and comfort performance
of building is presented followed by outline of building monitoring technologies,
building occupant behaviour, human activities recognition and survey of intelli-
gent building environments.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Architectures
This chapter reports the experimental architecture development to monitor the
ADW in an office environment. The system’s development and structure are ex-
plained in detail including the WSN for measurement of ambient conditions, the
PC monitoring application, the database where all activities are logged and the
control server application. A simulator is also developed to generate equivalent
pattern to a office worker. The simulator will allow more repeatable testing and
assessment of algorithms developed in other chapters.
Chapter 4: Data Analysis Techniques
Both statistical and similarity measure techniques used to generate simple user
profile are presented in this chapter. A brief review of linear similarity measures
and the DTW algorithm (non-linear similarity measure) used to measure the
differences between user patterns are presented in this chapter. Application of
the techniques presented in this chapter are presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5: User Profiling
This chapter explains the analysis of the office worker’s behaviour in an office
environment. Statistical techniques namely consistency measures and approxi-
mate entropy measures are used to construct an individual user profile for energy
and comfort optimisation. In this chapter, similarity measure techniques are also
used to identify similarities between user activities. Some experimental results are
presented demonstrating the similarities and dissimilarities in user activities with
respect to the energy usage. Different techniques including hierarchical cluster-
ing and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are used to identify energy usage
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behaviour.
Chapter 6: Enhance User Profiling
In this chapter user characteristics are used to summarise user activities. A fuzzy
characteristic matrix is proposed to represent the user activities based on start-
time and duration of an activity. Sensor data gathered from users are used to
create these models. Then, the chapter introduces an event-driven model and a
fuzzy inference system for recognising user activities. In an event-driven model,
IF-THEN rules are used to determine the transition events. The fuzzy rules and
the membership functions of activity recognition are defined based on sensory
signals and temporal variables. The experimental results are presented, the pro-
posed activity recognition methods have demonstrated able to identify ADW of
a user, either she/he in office and out of office.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Works
This chapter provides the pertinent conclusions arise from this thesis and formu-
lates some future research in monitoring the daily activations of the worker in
office environments for office energy and comfort optimisation.
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Nowadays, the energy performance of building and occupant comfort are both
priorities. The aim of building technology is to achieve energy efficiency and
at the same time increase occupants’ satisfaction. Rapid progress in software
and hardware have made it possible to improve the intelligence of BMS. This is
necessary in an era of increasing energy costs. In order to help reduce all these
problems, the “intelligent building” industry need to be further explored. Intelli-
gent building system should allow integration and automation of all technologies
and computational intelligence techniques to optimise energy consumption [6],
occupants’ well-being [7], safety [8] and work productivity [9].
Figure 2.1 shows that energy consumption in the United Kingdom has contin-
ued to increase since 1970. Although, buildings in domestic and services sectors
have had less attention regarding production of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emission
than vehicles and industrial machines, improvement in building performance to
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Figure 2.1: Energy consumption in the UK by sectors [10].
achieve energy efficiency and maintain thermal comfort [11], would also help to
reduce CO2 emissions.
Energy consumption by energy source and sector in the UK is shown in Figure
2.2. Electricity is the main energy source followed by gas for the buildings sector.
Thus electricity management is a big part of BMS. Improving the effectiveness
of BMS will not only benefit the building occupants, but help long term energy
sustainability [12].
2.2 Energy Efficiency in Buildings
The energy cost of a building is directly proportional to its capacity and hours
of energy usage. For example, the study in [13] used private office buildings
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Figure 2.2: Energy consumption by energy source and sector in the UK (2010)
[10].
to find the relationship between energy usage and operating hours. In another
study [14],it is found to be difficult to optimise the thermal comfort preferences
of individuals in the office at all times. The important factors to be considered is
that each individual has different thermal comfort satisfaction, and at different
times and places an individual has different preferences of comfort in an office
environment. In [15] they improved office efficiency based on heating, cooling
and lighting to propose a future office environment. The study in [16] showed
that social and personal factors can influence one’s perceived health and com-
fort. In order to investigate individual comfort, it is necessary to investigate the
relationship between personal, social and building factors.
Looking into the future of residential and office buildings, Mitsubishi Electric
Research Labs (MERL) has collected motion sensor data from a network of over
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200 sensors for two years in a 2-floor office environment [17]. This data is the
residual trace from the people working in MERL. The dataset has been made
publicly available as a benchmark to identify social and individual behaviour in
office environment. Similar datasets have been collected in a home environment
as part of CASAS smart home project [18].
Many issues apply to BMS, such as how to design and operate to comply with
standards [19], sustainability [20], and maintaining comfort for everyone [21].
Research work needs to focus on designing, inventing and manufacturing intelli-
gent building technology. At the education and society level, energy-awareness
campaigns need to encourage people to save energy, whilst human resource pro-
grammes need to produce competence people to retrofit, operate and maintain in
a manner that reduces the use of energy.
2.2.1 Building Characteristics
The largest portions of energy consumption by consumers are space heating, cool-
ing and office equipment [22]. In addition, [23] reported that residential homes,
commercial sector, offices, warehouses and premise are the main contributors to
energy consumption and carbon emissions. According to these reports, we can
state that office buildings are an important sectors to focus on, in order to achieve
energy efficiency and at the same time improve indoor thermal comfort.
Kazanasmaz et al. [24] developed an office building prediction model to de-
termine daylight luminance using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) . A study
in [25] has carried out research on the daylight pattern depending on movement
of sun, latitude of the building, climate condition, ambient temperature and sun-
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shine availability. Although their work is aimed at designs to help predict lumi-
nance within buildings, the predictions could also be used once the building is in
use to ensure that the artificial lighting is switched on/off before the occupants
realised that they needed it [26].
2.2.2 Energy and Comfort Monitoring
Different occupant satisfaction levels and weather influence thermal comfort and
the perception of thermal conditions. The study in [2] has developed a Multi-
agent Control System to improve the efficiency of control systems for indoor en-
vironments including user preferences. This study took into consideration users’
preferences on thermal, luminance comfort, indoor air quality and energy conser-
vation.
Due to the differences in internal heat load, the characteristic differences be-
tween zones over the building and individual physiological/psychological differ-
ences, it is impossible to satisfy everyone with the same indoor condition provided
to all occupants [14]. Investigation into the comfort levels of pupils by [19,27,28]
showed that the wrong temperature in the classroom led to poorer learning per-
formance. Similarly, performance studies of call centre workers in Sacramento [29]
showed that light levels, ventilation status and temperature all had significant ef-
fects on performance, though the effects are intertwined and complex. Seppanen
et al. [30] have collated studies on temperature and performance, and provide
convincing evidence of the importance of maintaining the office temperature be-
tween 21-25◦C to optimise performance. Aries et al [31], for example, use multiple
survey items to assess worker discomfort, sleep quality and hindrance, in order
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to relate building aspects to any physical and/or psychological effects. However,
Haynes [9] points out that while there is sufficient evidence to support claims that
office comfort affects productivity, there is no agreement as to how office comfort
should be measured.
The workplace research by Knoll [32] stated that enhancing environmental
control can improve users’ performance and productivity. Rashidi [33] highlights
the fact that it is important to monitor and recognize all activities that the worker
regularly performs in their working environment.
Thermal comfort can be affected by heat transfer such as conduction, convec-
tion, radiation, and evaporation heat loss. There have been a number of studies
relating thermal comfort to human psychology factors [34]. Behavioural adapta-
tion such as the occupant’s clothing, taking hot/cold drinks, etc. are psychological
adaptations and affect the capability to adapt to the thermal environment [35].
Fanger’s formulas [36] is based on average criteria for population comfort and
it is widely used in themal standards such as Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and
Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) [37,38].
Canadian Centre for Occupational health and Safety (CCOHS) [39] have sug-
gested the thermal comfort setting, as shown in Table 2.1. This table is an
adaptation from American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Condition-
ing Engineers (ASHRAE) standard [40]. This table is based on numerous comfort
evaluations under controlled steady state conditions using thousands of randomly
selected respondents [41].
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2.3 Intelligent Buildings
The rapid development of intelligent technology such as sensors, computer tech-
nology, simulation technology and system networking have provided opportunities
to generate a high degree of intelligence in environment control systems. For ex-
ample, a study in [42] designed an intelligent residential lighting control system
based on a ZigBee wireless sensor network and fuzzy controller. Experimental
results showed that the system contributed to economy and energy efficiency.
In [43–45] it is shown that simulation tools for thermal comfort are capable of
quantifying the relationship of surface materials, indoor and outdoor environ-
ments. Focusing on the intelligent building, a study in [46] developed eight key
intelligent building indicators in order to construct models for appraising intelli-
gent building systems.
In [47, 48], surveys are conducted to assess the weighting given to intelli-
gent criteria of buildings. The results showed that work efficiency is the most
important selection criterion for various intelligent building systems, while user
comfort, safety and cost effectiveness are also considered to be significant. This
finding indicated that any intelligent building system must perform efficiently to
contribute to practicality and building occupants’ satisfaction. Research by [49],
Table 2.1: Ranges of temperature and relative humidity for offices (adapted from
ASHRAE standard).
Temperature and Humidity Ranges for Comfort
Condition Relative Humidity Acceptable Temp. (◦C)
Summer(light clothing) If 30%, then 24.5 - 28
Summer(light clothing) If 60%, then 23 - 25.5
Winter (warm clothing) If 30%, then 20.5 - 25.5
Winter (warm clothing) If 60%, then 20 - 24
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took into account the BMS to monitor daily energy operations in order to support
the decision making process of selecting energy saving measures.
A BMS is needed to integrate all intelligent building aspects to contribute
comprehensive strategic management, in order to analyse and report the building
performance, and then provide data analysis to any decision making system. It
aims to provide intelligent functionality to respond to the energy demand and
comfort of building environments for normal daily operation [49].
2.4 Human Behaviour Recognition
Human activities recognition in buildings is the subject of interest for many re-
searchers. Activities recognition in home environments [33,50–56], hospital envi-
ronment [57,58] and the office environment [59–61] are being investigated.
Liming et al. in [5] have conducted research based on sensor-based human
activity recognition. They suggested a complex process of activity recognition
that can be approximately classified by four basic steps. They are:
1. to choose and deploy appropriate sensors in order to monitor and capture
user’s behaviour in building.
2. to collect, store, and process perceived information for data representation
at appropriate level.
3. information gathered from monitoring place based on user’s activity daily
living are used to create computational activity models.
4. to select and develop intelligent algorithms to infer activities from sensory
data.
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Human activity recognition and pattern discovery is explained in [62]. Tabak
and deVries [63] examined the intermittent activities that interrupt the planned
“normal” activities of office workers. They found that probabilistic and S-curve
methods could be used to predict activities (such as “smoking”, “go to toilet”)
and these could be used in fine grained simulations of building performance.
However, they cautioned that the results applied to typical Dutch office based
organisations, and other office environments might need further experiments to
generate data.
More survey results based on the human activities monitoring system and
activities recognition techniques are presented in the following sections.
2.4.1 Activities Monitoring
People’s activity in a building is based on their schedule of work, lifestyle and so-
cial activity. Xin et al. [64] mentioned that one of the key features of an intelligent
environment is to provide monitoring Activity of Daily Living (ADL) . In many
studies [50,55,58,64–67], ADL are monitored to assess elderly people’s activity in
the home environment, and attempts are made to process activity sequences to
make them more understandable. For example, daily home activity involves basic
functions like preparing breakfast or food, showering, walking, sleeping, watching
television, reading books etc.
Recently, advanced intelligent sensor technology has resulted in various types
of sensors that have been used by researchers to get features from activity moni-
toring. A study in [54] has used physiological sensors (cardiac frequency, activity
or agitation, posture and fall detection sensor), microphones, PIR sensors, door
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sensors and state-change sensors. This monitoring system has been combined
with a fuzzy logic system for recognizing activities in readiness for the next gen-
eration of smart houses. David Naranjo et al. [68] have proposed hardware and
software design and implementation of low-cost, wearable, and unobtrusive intel-
ligent sensors for monitoring human physical activities. Many researchers have
successfully conducted research with similar ideas in activity monitoring systems,
such as Interactive Continuous Autonomic Logging and Monitoring (iCALM) [69],
human activity recognition in pervasive health-care systems [58] and occupancy
monitoring system [70].
2.4.2 Activities Recognition Techniques
To recognise human activities, different computational techniques have been ap-
plied. Data mining techniques including Discontinuous Varied-Order Sequen-
tial Miner (DVSM) [33], classification tree methods [71–74] and Hidden Markov
Models(HMMs) [75–77] have been used. More intelligent computational tech-
niques including Fuzzy Inference Systems(FIS) in activity detection [78, 79] and
some hybrid soft computing approaches namely neuro-fuzzy techniques [80, 81]
are investigated. Some statistical methods and Bayesian classifier are discussed
in [74,82,83].
As mentioned previously, when sensor information is collected and activities
are detected based on individual activity, the intelligent environment needs a
model to track each activity and also to recognise forthcoming activity to help
people improve their quality of life [33]. Song et al. mentioned in [84] that
behavioural pattern mining is a significant process to recognise the relationship
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and limits between real user’s behaviour and an event log. Therefore, the model
of behaviour pattern mining needs a process to determine the form of the mined
results. Consequently, the process model influences the design of the mining algo-
rithm and the related approach. They introduced the major stages of behaviour
pattern mining as summarised below:
1. Events recording: This stage arranges the original data for behaviour
pattern mining. The basic types of information include activity, event,
participant, and time. The logged data may be extended as appropriate for
any particular requirement.
2. Prepossessing: This stage provided the log format to fit the mining
method, reduces noise and checks for the record. As a characteristic of
behaviour pattern mining, common event logs may be passed on to make
use of existing work-flow mining methods.
3. Mining and discovering: Implement mining algorithm to discover the
behaviour patterns.
4. Verification: This stage applies the discovered results to system improve-
ment and research, and checks out if the results fit the experience of the
real world.
A study in [85] used a semantic-based similarity to update user profiles repre-
senting user preferences. They have monitored internet usage of a user to create
a profile for each user. Based on the user profile, they have provided relevant in-
formation to the internet user. Ghulam et al. [86] proposed an agent-based user
profiling to analyse user behaviour on the web for constructing user profile. They
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categorised the user profile into demography and user interest. Iglesias et al. [87]
used a classifier to create a user behaviour profile. The classification method is
used to develop user profiles based on computer activity.
Danni Wang et al. [88] used statistical properties of occupancy in single per-
son office. Their work proposed a probabilistic model to predict and simulate
occupancy in a single person office. A study in [89] proposed a Thermally Acti-
vated Building System (TABS). Their experimental work has shown that TABS
model demonstrated that it is able to cope with user behaviour such as time of
arrival, departure and temporary absence. Taherian et al. [90] also contribute
in this area. However, their work identifies the user behaviour based purely on
electricity usage in households and office spaces to produce an energy profile.
2.5 Data Representation
In order to store the collected data from the environment, it is essential to repre-
sent them in an appropriate format. Data will be collected from different sources
with different time scale and even different format (analog and binary). To inves-
tigate the best form of data representation, many researches have been conducted
in this area. The following sections will review these.
2.5.1 Temporal Data Representation
Lee et al. [91] have been discovering knowledge from temporal interval data in
their research. According to Allen’s theory about an algebra of temporal relations
on interval [92], they proposed a new temporal data mining technique to extract
temporal interval relation rules from temporal interval data. Lee et al. claimed
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that the proposed approach increases the model efficiency to identify activity from
temporal interval data. Nazerfard et al. [53] proposed a framework for Discover-
ing of Temporal Features and Relation of Activities (DTFRA). This framework
discovers activity from data based on start time and duration using k-means clus-
tering. The proposed approaches by Lee et al. and the DTFRA framework have
shown that both approaches are able to predict start time intervals and represent
the temporal features of activity patterns [53,91].
2.5.2 Time Series Representation
Time series analysis is often used in multi-sensory data representation. Kasteren
[93] has discussed the advantages and disadvantages of time series with discrete
time intervals for the recognition process. He determined that if an interval is
very small, it would incorporate signal noise, while a moderately large interval
will smooth out important aspects of the signal. He proposed different feature
representations, i.e. change the binary data X(t) to change points Xt as shown
in Figure 2.3. Binary data representation uses the sensor data directly and ‘1’
indicates that the sensor is activated and ‘0’ is inactivated. The change point
representation indicates when a sensor event takes place, i.e. showing ‘1’ when it
changes state.
Akhlaghinia et al. in [70, 94], proposed a signal technique to combine time
series of sensory signals in different areas for home occupancy monitoring. They
used multiple PIR sensors to monitor single occupant activities in a home envi-
ronment. The conditions for this approach are that there is no parallel activity
in the different areas detected, and that all activities are genuinely from a single
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(a) Binary data (b) Discrete-time signal
Figure 2.3: Different time-series feature representation [93]: a) binary data rep-
resentation b) change point representation.
(a) Individual PIR Signals
(b) Combined Time-Series
Figure 2.4: Time-series representation of PIR sensors [70]: a) activities in different
areas b) combined signals.
user. The occupancy signals as shown in Figure 2.4-a can be transformed into
a combined occupancy time-series shown in Figure 2.4-b [70]. In Figure 2.4(b),
each level represents the occupancy of a certain area.
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2.5.3 Gray Coded Binary Representation
Many researchers have applied binary sequence data based on sensory signal in
their pattern recognition process [70,93,94]. However, there are many issues still
present and we need new exploration mechanisms in order to optimise the activity
recognition model. For example, Akhlaghinia et al. in [70, 94] have proposed a
combination signal technique to combine binary signal for PIR sensors. However,
the proposed approach did not allow for overlapping. Therefore, when recording
parallel activities from an observation area, binary representation is the best way
to record all information. However, it is not as easy to combine all the signals
based on bit order or using significant bit position for conversion to decimal
or hexadecimal, because it is will increase the distance between one code word
and the next [95]. Gray code is associated with many fields such as mechanical
position sensors, electronic circuit, and so on [95,96].
2.6 Office Building Monitoring Technologies
The main factors driving better building operation are the provision of a healthy
environment, thermal comfort and energy. Building monitoring technology aim
to improve the quality of life for occupants [7, 65, 68, 97] to maintain internal
environment conditions [34,98–102] and safety improvements [8, 103,104].
BMS need to monitor real time building operation, record data, analyse in-
formation, and then address issues as soon as possible. Jang et al. [105] have
described a methodology of real time monitoring. They considered that an appli-
cation for a building monitoring system is divided into three parts: data acquisi-
tion, data collection and data retrieval. Authors in [106] described a decentralised
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system of software agents to monitor and control office buildings. The proposed
system is used and resulted in energy saving and increasing customer satisfac-
tion. In addition, LonWorks technology [107] have proposed a typical smart
office building system containing an electrical network and a number of electrical
monitoring and control devices.
Many companies are active in carrying out research to produce products for
hardware and software monitoring of BMSs. A review of current products and
companies is presented in Appendix A.
2.6.1 Monitoring Technologies
Development of hardware and software technology have improved monitoring ef-
ficiency of environments in and around buildings [105,108]. Hernandez et al. [68]
presented the hardware and software design and implementation of a low-cost,
wearable, and unobstructive intelligent accelerometer sensor for monitoring of hu-
man physical activities. Their proposed model is to improve the healthy lifestyle
of people in buildings. The model is used to monitor daily activities and classify
them. Tsai et al. [109] recommended that research needs to improve efficiency,
accuracy, and power usage of monitoring devices. They have constructed practi-
cal designs to reduce the standby power consumption of PIR based power usage
for lighting devices. Normal PIR lighting switches are active based on motion
detected. The authors in [109] have designed a PIR able to reduce the consumed
lighting power from 3 Watt to 0.004 Watt for each detection/activation.
Building activity monitoring is a challenging part of BMS. The tasks include
appropriate sensor selection, collection and storage of information, and creation
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of application models to analyse and control [5]. Kasteren discussed sensors used
in activity recognition. The sensors are reed sensor, float sensor, shake sensor,
pressure mat, temperature sensor (ambient sensor), PIR, camera, wearable sensor
and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [93].
2.6.2 Data Acquisition Technology
For the past few years, data acquisition via Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has
been applied in various fields such as physiological signals [110], healthcare [111]
and intelligent transportation systems [112]. Chuo et al. [110] have proposed me-
chanically flexible wireless multi sensor for monitoring human physical activities.
Tapia et al. [111] designed the interconnection of several networks from different
wireless technologies, such as ZigBee or Blue-tooth for a tele-monitoring system
for remote healthcare for dependent people at their homes.
A comprehensive survey of the architectures and technology of wireless home
automation networks has been conducted [113]. In that survey ZigBee and other
types of WSN such as internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) over Low power Wire-
less Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), Z-Wave, INSTEON and Wavenis are
compared. The 6LoWPAN has the capability to solve problems that occur in
network configuration and large address spaces. Z-Wave allows reliable transmis-
sion of short messages from the control unit. INSTEON is WSN that combines
Radio Frequency and power line for the sender, which can also act as receiver or
relayer in communication wireless. The other popular system is Wavenis, it is a
protocol stack and operates at 4.8 kb/s and 100 kb/s [113]. Figure 2.5 shows that
the latency results for data rate transmission are best with ZigBee. Nevertheless,
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6LoWPAN has demonstrated good performance in data rate transmission [113].
In recent years, many studies about the capability and innovation scheme of
ZigBee for improved connectivity in WSN [114] have proposed new approaches.
ZigBee based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol offers advantages such as low cost and
low power [45, 115]. There are still opportunities to explore new approaches,
design and concepts to optimise WSN for connectivity performance, unattended
monitoring of a wide range of environments and real-time measurements [116].
Terada in [117] used a ZigBee sensor network for data acquisition and mon-
itoring. The proposed monitoring system is configured using a ZigBee module
to collect data from thermocouple sensors and then send data to a base station
PC. Time event data is recorded and software is used to check and monitor real
time data. The WSN architecture and topologies are configured as environmen-
tal monitoring contain ZigBee coordinator, router, end device, sink node, internet
and user [3, 118].
The authors in [104] used the ZigBee embedded system to improve industrial
safety quality. The proposed system provided wireless synchronized measurement
and energy monitoring, temperature monitoring, CO2 concentration, length fil-
tering, ground vibration sensing, weight grading and electricity sensing. Ohtsuka
et al. [119] proposed localization scheme on ZigBee WSN to carry out for net-
works and comprising sensor nodes. Yanfei et al. [120] improved the design using
a ZigBee WSN on coordinator process.
Authors in [118] designed a multi-parameter monitoring system using ZigBee
wireless communication technology. This system collected data for temperature
and humidity monitoring. In another application [104], ZigBee is used in an
industrial building to improve safety level of daily operation in order to achieve
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Figure 2.5: Expected latencies of transmission data rate between ZigBee, Z-Wave,
6LoWPAN and INSTEON [113].
industrial safety quality. As a next generation green home system, authors in
[121] have demonstrated their smart home energy management systems based on
ZigBee is able to control consumer homes wirelessly, manage home energy and
adjust the environment automatically.
2.7 Computational Intelligence Techniques
Applying Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques in BMS is the subject of
interest for many researchers. Considering the complexity and intuitive nature
of the information collected from sensors, CI techniques would be able to process
the information more effectively.
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2.7.1 Clustering Techniques
Application of clustering techniques have contributed to intelligent building sys-
tem to achieve energy efficiency, comfort satisfaction and improve lifestyle for
occupants. A study in [122] has used clustering techniques on datasets for ab-
normal power consumption detection based on people’s behaviour. Byun in [123]
has proposed an Energy-efficiency Self-clustering Sensor Network (ESSN). The
experimental results show that combining ESSN with a Node Type Indicator
based on Routing (NTIR) protocol can produce a power saving of about 16-24%.
Nazerfard et al. in [53] tried to improve mining algorithms using clustering tech-
niques. They proposed Discovery of Temporal Features and Relation of Activities
(DTFRA) using K-means clustering technique. The proposed approach is tested
using four months of data collected in a smart home and predicted future human
activities. Classification methods using fuzzy clustering algorithms have been
proposed in [83]. A combination of an adjustable fuzzy clustering algorithm and
probabilistic ANN has made recognition more efficient because it easily learns ad-
ditional information based on features extracted from the wearable sensors data.
Wang et al. [124] employed K-means clustering to improve apriori-kl algorithm to
mine users’ behaviour so that it could more effectively detect anomalous activi-
ties in a database. Rashidi et al. [33] in their system for discovering and tracking
activities, used a clustering sequences to compare the similarity of sequence for
recognising activities of people in CASAS smart environment.
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2.7.2 Fuzzy Inference System
Application of Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) in BMS have shown improved per-
formance in various approaches as listed below:
• Generating fuzzy rules to control power consumption or predict thermal
behaviour and user’s satisfaction [14,42,79,98,125],
• Developed the controller system using fuzzy controller-agent for HVAC [101]
• Fuzzy association for implement the cooperative analysis between depen-
dent factors (individual-environment and energy) [78,80], and
• Combined the fuzzy logic system with data mining technique for recognizing
human activities [54, 72].
A study in [100] used FIS to improve BMS to tackle problems of non-linearities
in controlling indoor thermal comfort. Fuzzy PMV /PPD are proposed using a
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model to control HVAC to maintain the indoor comfort
level. The model is tested and the results showed that it could achieve substantial
carbon and energy savings and comfort satisfaction in a building. A study in [126]
used a Mamdani-type FIS to monitor heat insulation of concrete in residential
buildings.
Authors in [127] used a Genetic algorithm-based fuzzy-PID control method-
ology [128] to improve energy efficiency for BMS. Their system has demonstrated
that it is able to save energy costs by about 51.2% during summer and 67.8%
in winter. Authors in [129] used the same method as in [127]. Their system
effectively saved energy costs of about 44% and 63% of per day average during
summer and winter.
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2.7.3 Artificial Neural Networks
In relation to BMS, Chengli Li et al. [130] proposed intelligent control of air-
conditioning using the self-learning ability of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
The model takes several factors of human thermal comfort as input and used
a PMV value as a control target. Several other studies [99, 131, 132] also used
PMV index as input data and used ANN to estimate the input data with varying
degrees of efficiency.
An ANN is demonstrated capable of Predictive Building Energy Optimiza-
tion [25], where a total of nine variables are used as the input parameters of
a predictive model such as daily average dry-bulb temperature, daily average
wet-bulb temperature, daily global solar radiation and daily average clearness
index,solar aperture, daylight aperture, overhang and side-fins projections, and
weekdays or weekend. In another study, Kazanasmaz et. al. [24] used a three-
layer ANN model of feed-forward and included thirteen variables (date, hour,
outdoor temperature, solar radiation, humidity, UV index and UV dose, distance
to windows, number of windows, orientation of rooms, floor identification, room
dimensions and point identification) as input for a power prediction model. The
model performance is almost 98% accurate.
2.7.4 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
Studies in [102,133] used an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) to
improve the overall performance of heating, energy efficiency and thermal com-
fort systems. ANFIS allows other method to be combined in order to develop
building intelligence systems. For example, the least square method and the back-
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propagation algorithm are used with ANFIS to help a system to recognise the
variables for estimating the average air temperature in multi-zone space heating
systems [102,133]. Experimental results have shown that the proposed system is
able to improve the overall performance of heating systems, saving energy and im-
proving building thermal comfort. Ari et al. [134] conducted studies about indoor
comfort and energy optimisation. ANFIS is applied to control the environment
to optimise the occupant thermal comfort. Using the ability of ANFIS in control
system, Haqras et. al. [12] developed Intelligent Control Energy (ICE) for en-
ergy management of big commercial building. ICE has demonstrated significant
energy cost reduction without reducing customer comfort levels in commercial
buildings.
2.8 Discussions
Based on the review presented in this chapter, it is found that many studies
have paid attention to achieving energy efficiency and building comfort satisfac-
tion. There are a number of studies about these and related works on hospital,
home, commercial building and office building. The literature shows that over-
all building energy usage is associated with building characteristics, occupant’s
behaviour and climate. Therefore, with these challenges, most studies related
to building and comfort optimisation are focused on energy behaviour based on
human activities in the building.
From the review presented in this chapter, it appears that a building equipped
with a human activity recognition system can support a BMS to achieve energy
efficiency and improve the occupants’ comfort. As discussed in Section 2.7, ap-
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plying CI techniques have proven significant contribution to increase performance
of the BMS to achieve energy efficiency. As reviewed in 2.4.1 some of the stud-
ies have only been carried out on the user profile, but they have not considered
linking the user behaviour profile to contribute to BMS in order to achieve en-
ergy efficiency. Therefore, the individual profile that contains information needs
for support BMS to optimise energy consumption and occupants’ comfort is im-
portant. Application of data mining techniques in human recognition system
is necessary to identify different user profiles. More research is required to ex-
tract user profile based on user activity to achieve Building Energy Efficiency, so
that the building environment can be automatically adjusted in line with user
preferences.
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Experimental Architecture
3.1 Introduction
Office workers’ performance and comfort in an office environment can depend on
temperature, ventilation and lighting. Their power usage depends on the way
they have adjusted their environment to optimise these characteristics, together
with their usage of their PC. We must therefore consider the way in which one
could monitor these characteristics (of both the worker and their environment)
in order to log the data. The data capture and logging must be as unobtrusive as
possible in order to avoid affecting the behaviour of the worker, and should not
increase their stress.
Pervasive sensing technologies in intelligent environments offer unprecedented
opportunities for providing intelligent office monitoring and self management to
change office conditions that are directly suited to user satisfaction levels. As part
of our investigation to understand an office worker’s behaviours and ultimately
optimise the energy usage, a monitoring system is required. The proposed exper-
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imental system architecture is explained in this chapter. Investigated techniques
in data collection system are also presented in this chapter.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organised as follows; in Section 3.3
an overview of the proposed system architecture is presented. In Section 3.4,
real data collection system is explained. In the Section 3.5 an overview of the
development of a simulator for an office environment is described. The simulator
is created to generate equivalent patterns to a human office worker. A discussion
is provided in Section 3.6.
3.2 Cost of Hardware and Installation
Environmental control system development methods require proper investment
and the use of the latest technologies to achieve increased energy consumption
efficiency. The cost of installation and equipment and system operation is essen-
tial in order to achieve energy efficiency. Therefore, this study emphasizes upon
using the latest equipment technology, which has the characteristics of low power
consumption, durability, and easy maintenance.
The development of the data collection system in this study used cheap elec-
tronic and wireless technology components that have these characteristics. De-
veloping intelligent office systems requires researchers to modify and design all
incorporated electronic components according to WSN as shown in Table 3.1.
The constructed system was able to measure and collect the necessary infor-
mation from an office environment. In order to enhance the ability of intelligent
office systems, so that information can be recorded to a central database, a com-
puter that costs approximately £450.00 and Matlab software are required. This
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Table 3.1: The total estimated cost of hardware and installation for a single office
monitoring system.
Number Component and Task Cost Price
1 PICAXE AXE210 Connect Board (4 units) £50.40
2 IC MAX3232CPE/SP3232EUCP £2.40
3 PICAXE-18X microcontroller (4 units) £14.40
4 XBee Module (4 units) £69.90
5 Light Dependent Resistor £1.00
6 Humidity Sensor (HIH 4000001) £24.00
7 DS18B20 Temerature Sensor ( 2 units) £4.80
8 Pressure mat £8.00
9 Magnetic switch sensor (2 units) £5.00
10 Passive Infra-Red sensor £4.00
11 Miscellaneous and installation works £20.00
TOTAL £136.70
will improve the ability of the intelligent office system to process collected data
for earlier predictions, decision-making processes, and human activity recognition
learning, in order to achieve the purpose of the study. The system should also
support software developed to ensure the accuracy of the information recorded
at any time.
3.3 Proposed System Architecture
We may classify the needs of our experimental system for an office as the ability
to detect occupancy, record the ambient conditions (and any worker responses
to them), and to identify activities. Occupancy detection may be considered to
be covered by PIR motion sensors and door entry sensors. PIR motion sensors
are low cost and readily available, though their typical activity thresholds mean
that a worker quietly reading or writing a document would not cause them to
signal. Door entry sensors are relatively unambiguous. However, a visitor to an
office would also trigger the open-shut sequence, so the office occupancy could
not necessarily be deduced simply from the door. Thus occupancy needs to be
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deduced from a combination of these signals together with additional information
provided by other sensors.
The ambient conditions can be recorded via temperature sensors (inside the
office and outside the building) and light sensors. It is possible to identify when
a person is actually typing at a PC, or moving a mouse, by adding a background
software agent. If a worker is at a desk reading a report, the PC activity might halt
for a considerable time, and the PIR might not trigger. An additional Boolean
signal generated by a pressure sensor in the worker’s seat could indicate when
they are at their desk.
The proposed system architecture to measure office worker’s activities and
energy usage is shown in Figure 3.1. The proposed system comprises the following
data collection components:
• sensors to measure user’s activities and environmental properties,
• communication system to transfer collected data into a central database,
• PC monitoring application agent,
• a central database to store collected data.
The proposed system has also incorporated:
• behaviour identification and user profiling,
• computer usage, lighting and heating controller.
More details about the functionality of the above units will be provided in sub-
sequent sections.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed system architecture for intelligent office environment.
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3.3.1 Sensors
The ambient conditions are recorded via temperature, humidity and light sensors
(inside the office and external to the building). The responses of the office worker
are also captured via his/her activities in the office environment. The most
commonly used sensor types in smart environment are as follows [70]:
• PIR Sensor: PIR sensor is activated when detecting movement.
• Magnetic switch sensor: This sensor is suitable for door/windows entry. A
magnetic field make the switch changes state from opened to closed and
vice versa.
• Temperature sensor: There are a variety of sensors to measure the ambient
temperature. For example, DB18B20 is a solid-state sensor commonly used
to measure the environmental temperature. It operates in the range of
temperature −55◦ to 125◦ and can be powered from a data line with a
range of 3.0V to 5.5V .
• Humidity sensor: Humidity sensors, otherwise known as hygrometers, mea-
sure the relative humidity of the air. This is based on both air temperature
and moisture. This dependency is a function of air temperature fluctua-
tions. For example, the humidity sensor HIH-4000-001 is a solid-state sens-
ing element with on-chip integrated signal conditioning. It is calibrated at
5V and 25◦.
• Light intensity sensor: The light intensity sensor is also know as a photo-
resistor which has the property of reducing resistance with increase in light
intensity, allowing an increase in flow of photo-current.
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• Electrical current sensor: A non-contact sensor is used to record the activity
of electrically operated devices by measuring AC electrical current, and
• Pressure pad sensor: This type of sensor is mounted on chair to be able to
pick the difference in the pressure on the chair.
A description of the sensory devices employed in the proposed monitoring
system is given in Appendix B.
3.3.2 Communication System
To communicate the information gathered from sensors to the data logger system,
both wired and wireless communication systems are investigated.
3.3.2.1 Wired Sensor Network
In the first phase of our development, the data collection system is developed
based on a wired system. The wired sensor network is created using Pico tech-
nology [135]. Two units of pico-log 1216 aided by one unit of pico-scope 2203 are
used to create a Wired Sensor Network.
3.3.2.2 ZigBee Wireless Network
In order to make the data collection system more flexible and less intrusive, a
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is developed. The developed WSN is based
on ZigBee wireless technology. The ZigBee network is proven to be a suitable
technology for our application mainly because it is a low date rate, low power
consumption and low cost wireless standard.
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ZigBee is a wireless networking technology developed by the ZigBee Alliance
for low data rate and short range application. According to IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard, the full function device can work as ZigBee coordinator or router in Zig-
Bee network and operates in 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. These
frequency signal bands are available in Europe, North America and worldwide
respectively [113]. The application of ZigBee wireless network in many indus-
trial control, electronic product and house automation are reported in [42] [119]
and [136].
To develop a WSN to collect information from various sensors, the network is
developed using XBee modules. XBee [137] is a wireless communication module
that Digi (http://www.digi.com) built to the 802.15.4/ZigBee standard. Each
node used PICAXE-18X micro-controller to program the node functionalities.
3.3.2.3 XBee Testing and Configuration
XBee can be configured and tested using AT commands (to run programs and
commands at scheduled times) via the X-CTU terminal interface program [137].
X-CTU is a Windows based application designed to interact with firmware. Fig-
ure 3.2 shows the process of reception of information from sensor nodes which
function as the end device on WSN. According to Figure 3.2, the information re-
ceived consists of room number, sensor ID and decimal value or states of sensor.
3.3.2.4 Technical Considerations for the Project
The ZigBee wireless sensor network is designed based on both Star and Tree
network topologies which includes sensor node, router and coordinator nodes. If
one office is more than 20 meter away from the coordinator node, a router is used
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of terminal tab of X-CTU application showing information
received from sensor nodes.
to extent the physical range of a ZigBee network. [138]. The coordinator node
is responsible for network address allocation, to collect data sent from sensor
nodes and communicating with PC in base station through a serial port. Figure
3.3 illustrates the overall structure of the proposed wireless sensor network. A
BASIC program in PICAXE Micro controllers manage XBee communication.
More details about the sensor node devices and their interfaces are provided in
Appendix C.
In order to reduce battery power consumption in sensor nodes, previous values
of sensor data are used to compare with the current value of the sensor reading.
This technique forces a XBee module to sleep mode and it only wakes up to send
the new information if the current value is different from the prior value. Sensor
nodes are programmed to produce information in a binary format, except those
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Figure 3.3: The structure of ZigBee wireless network.
for ambient light, temperature and humidity. In order to identify the data for
each sensor and room location, a unique sensor ID within the data packet is used
to transmit over the WSN.
Sensor data collected from PIR and chair pressure pad sensors are intermittent
signals. For example, a person sitting on a chair adjusting their position could
trigger the pressure sensor. This does not represent the occupancy or working
pattern and it is better not to include the data for any further processing. To
use the information gathered from PIR and pressure pad sensors, the PICAXE
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Figure 3.4: Proposed PC monitoring using internet technology.
micro-controller is programmed to add a delay in the transmission of changes.
10 minutes delay for PIR and 5 minutes for pressure pad sensors are applied. A
sensor node #0 as network coordinator consists a XBee module and a SP3232E IC
is connected to the server (base station). The software on the server is responsible
for recording data, monitoring the user activities, analysing and predicting.
3.3.3 Personal Computer Monitoring Application
Information regarding the office PC is collected using a monitoring application
agent installed on the PC to be monitored. The architecture of PC monitoring
using internet technology is proposed as shown in Figure 3.4. A monitoring
software agent logs keyboard and mouse activities. These activities are recorded
in a database along with the rest of the data collected from the WSN.
The important part of the monitoring application has to detect when mouse or
keyboard events happen. After being able to detect keyboard and mouse events
to indicate they are in use, it needs to be determined when the keyboard and
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mouse are no longer in use. The best way to do this would be to have a time
period where if no mouse or keyboard events have been detected then they are
deemed to be no longer in use. Activating a timer after detecting the mouse or
keyboard is in use would make this possible. It would have to be possible to
reset the timer though as if any mouse or keyboard events are detected while
they stated to be in use then the time range to deeming not in use needs to be
restarted. This would mean that if the main application is doing a task then the
timer would be stopped until that task is completed and vice versa.
The PC monitoring application needs to communicate with the control server
application in both directions. It needs to send a message to the control server
application when the PC has gone idle or change state, informing the control
server application that the PC’s state has changed.
3.3.4 Database
A database records events triggered by the PC software agents and WSN. Figure
3.5 shows a sample of the database data format. The database logs individual
events for any further analysis. In the database design, the database contains
tables for device usage events, PC MAC address, PC statuses and sensor statuses.
The following tables are used for managing storing data in the database system:
1. Device Usage Events - This table is used for storing changes in the states
of the wireless sensors and PC. The primary key is the event number which
auto increments from zero. The reason the date and time is not used as the
primary key is because multiple events could happen at the same moment
so would be recorded with the same date and time values. This breaks
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Figure 3.5: Sample of database data format.
the rule of a primary key being a record identifier. The event number gets
around this issue and by using a big INT variable as its data type it can fit
billions of entries so there is no worry about it being filled. The rest of the
fields in this table enable it to record office status and ambient conditions.
2. PC MAC Address - PCs on a network must have a unique identifier
which makes it appropriate as a primary key. This ties a MAC address to
a PC name. By simply looking up the name of the PC, the control server
application can find its MAC address on the local area network.
3. PC Statuses - This table stores the current status of any PCs that have
registered with the control server application. This table is used by the
control server application to monitor PC activities. When a message is
sent to the control server application by the wireless sensor monitoring
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application or the PC monitoring application indicating that a change of
state in the PC or its environment has occurred, the name of the PC that
sent the message or the PC the wireless sensor is monitoring is recorded.
The control server application can then use that PC name to retrieve its
current state from this table. The idle status indicates whether the PC is
currently in use, the room number indicates in which room the PC is located
and the off status indicates if the PC is currently in its power management
mode, turned off or the monitoring application is not running.
4. Sensor Status - This table stores the current status of all the sensors
monitoring an office in the proposed system. The sensor ID identifies each
sensor and acts as the primary key. The sensor ID is made up of two parts
where the first part represents type of sensor. For example, a pressure pad
sensor in room number 2 will have the sensor ID 2-04. The sensor status
field can indicate two things depending on the type of sensor. If a sensor
determines something is active or not, such as a door being open or closed, it
will have a value of zero or one. If the sensor is one that measures something,
like humidity or temperature, then the value logged is the numerical value
that the sensor has recorded. Whenever a change in a sensor state occurs,
the wireless sensor monitoring application will update this table using the
ID of the sensor.
Figure 3.6 shows Enhanced Entity Relationship diagram of database. The
Device Usage Events table has a many to one relationship to Sensor Statuses
table and PC Status table. The PC Status table has a many to one relationship
to PC MAC Address table. Sensor Status table has one to many relationship
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Figure 3.6: A enhanced entity relationship diagram of database.
with Device Usage Events, which also have many to one relationship to PC MAC
Address.
To check the status of all sensors and PC activities, an on-line web monitoring
portal is also developed. The developed system called “iOffice” is accessible by
all users on the network. The iOffice web portal is used to validate the data
collection system and check that the sensory devices are working properly during
monitoring. Figure 3.7 shows a snapshot of the web interface where a query menu
is used to retrieve data by date and room number from the database. Retrieved
date can be displayed either in graphs or database data format.
3.4 Data Collection
The office environment used as the testbed for our experiment are four aca-
demic staff offices at Computing and Informatics Building, Nottingham Trent
University. Figure 3.8 shows the layout of the offices where the experiments are
conducted. Collected data from offices include room status, power use of office
equipment and ambient information. In total, each office is equipped with 10
sensors measuring different activities and properties of the testbed environment.
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Figure 3.7: iOffice web interface.
The sensors include:
• Motion sensor (On/Off)
• Door entry point sensor (On/Off)
• Windows entry point sensor (On/Off)
• Pressure sensor measuring chair occupancy (On/Off)
• Room temperature
• Room humidity
• Outside temperature
• Room light intensity
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Figure 3.8: Testing the Zigbee RF properties in an office building environment.
• Ambient light intensity
• Radiator Heater Temperature
These sensors provide information regarding the occupancy and ambient con-
ditions.
Table 3.2 shows summary of collected data during the course of the research.
There are four office represented as A, B, C and D. There are four different users
represented as user #1, #2, #3 and #4. We have seven data sets which is used
for further analysis. In the rest of this thesis, we refer to these data sets as D1,
D2, ... D7.
Figure 3.9 shows a snapshot of office signals representing ADW for user #2.
Office door activities, room occupancy status, light activities, chair occupancy
status, computer activities, window open/close status, radiator temperature,
room temperature, room humidity, outdoor temperature and ambient lights are
recorded. The ADW information for the same user over a longer period of time
is shown in Figure 3.10. Data are collected over two phases of data collection. In
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Figure 3.9: Sample of office signals representing user #2 daily activity in an office
environment on 27-March-2012.
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Table 3.2: Summary of Collected Data
Data User Office Start End
D1 #1 A 27-11-2011 17-12-2011
D2 #2 B 27-11-2011 17-12-2011
D3 #3 C 27-11-2011 17-12-2011
D4 #1 A 09-01-2012 07-07-2012
D5 #2 B 09-01-2012 07-07-2012
D6 #4 D 09-01-2012 01-04-2012
D7 #3 C 01-04-2012 07-07-2012
the first phase, datasets labelled as D1, D2 and D3 are gathered. In the second
phase, D4, D5, D6 and D7 are collected.
3.5 Office Environment Simulator
Based on the real data collected from the office environment, a flexible simulator
is developed which accepts different office worker profiles including expected office
occupancy and computer usage. The simulator generates sensory signals which
represents different activities and occupancy of the office environment. The valid-
ity of the simulator is verified by tuning the simulator parameters to occupancy
data collected by sensory systems from real offices.
Developing the simulator will allow us to generate large data sets in a shorter
period of time. This would also allow us to change the parameters and see
their effects. By creating relatively extreme behaviour (which normally does not
happen in real environment), we would be be able to test the modelling and
prediction capability of the proposed system.
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Figure 3.10: Sample of office signals representing signals recorded by the data
collection system from 26-Feb-2012 to 01-April-2012.
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3.5.1 The Development of Office Environment Simulator
The simulator starts from the assumption of an office occupied by a single worker,
who carries out a range of activities during the standard working day. It also starts
by assuming that information is being generated by (virtual) sensors reporting
on aspects of the behaviour. This is an important aspect of the realism, in that it
allows the simulator to generate data that needs the same sort of interpretation
as the real office. If the simulator simply produces records “Reading”, “Typing at
PC”, “Out of Office” for example, it would have little value in helping to produce
algorithms pertinent to the real environment, where activation, say, of the chair
sensor could be used as an indicator of “Reading” only if it did not overlap with
the data indicating that the mouse is being moved.
This research uses stateflow to define the states for modelling each mode of op-
eration. Stateflow is a powerful graphic method for supervisory logic problem and
allow us simulate complex reactive systems based on finite state machines [139].
According to the stateflow process, developing an office environment simulator
can be divided into five steps. Define the interface to Simulink, define and struc-
turing the states, identifying state action and variable, specifying transition be-
tween states and generating the parameters to drive the activity. Finite-state
machines (FSM) represent operating modes as states. For example, a computer
activity can have states such as On and Off, while temperature level can have
states such as High, Medium, and Low. To construct finite-state machines, State-
flow provides a graphical representation of a FSM where states and transitions
form the system. Figure 3.11 shows an example which models as a FSM the
states required to control the sensor activity of sensor simulator system.
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Figure 3.11: Stateflow chart.
For this reason, each of the macro-states in the simulator has to be charac-
terised by its name, allowed transitions, duration, and whether it overlaps with
others. The micro-states of the individual sensors are much simpler, and are as
shown in Figure 3.12. Combining the individual sensor models to take into ac-
count the possible overlapping of events and parallel activations of some of the
sensors leads to the Finite State Machine of the office shown in Figure 3.13.
In order to drive the behaviour of the simulator, it is necessary to create a
model of human activities, with a simple set of actions characterised by a few
parameters. Logic 1 or 0 are used as state values to represent sensor active or
inactive in order to extract the user’s behavioural signal in an office environment.
For example, the simulation output signals of an office simulator which contains
six different sensors signal are depicted in Figure 3.14. This is to allow us to model
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Figure 3.12: Individual state models for sensors.
Figure 3.13: Finite state machine for the office simulator.
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Figure 3.14: Sample of activity signals.
a range of different workers’ routines with differing degrees of chaos. The human
model generates a sequence of ‘actions’ lasting for differing amounts of times. In
order to create the behaviour of a person doing an activity that is as natural as
possible, the values of the parameters are generated using random numbers based
on a normal distribution. The actions, their start times, durations and transitions
from one to another then feed into the office model, so that the individual sensor
state machines are enacted - some in parallel and some in sequence, depending
on the action being considered.
3.5.2 Structure of Simulator System
The office environment simulator can thus be considered to be made of four
parts: user parametrisation, office simulation, sensor simulation and output. The
sequential structure allows the system run in AND and OR mode (see Figure
3.12). All states of the sensors use logic 1 and 0 to represent the active and
inactive states. Figure 3.15 shows the block diagram of the office environment
simulator. The output block of this simulator receives a trigger signal from the
sensor simulation block, and all activity sensors depending on user activity are
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Figure 3.15: Block diagram of the office environment simulator.
processed into the office simulation block. The office simulation block is controlled
by the user parametrisation block.
3.5.3 Parametrisation Process
Block parameters are defined as the input system of an office simulator, used
to generate parameter values to control the simulation flow of following office
users behaviour. Time controllers and action randomness decision are the main
parameters that can be defined as person characteristics. The simulation system
needs input values, such as start action, work time, leave work time, duration
time of actions, and counters. In order to create a model of a person doing office
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Figure 3.16: The standardised normal curve
activities, all parameter values are generated using random numbers based on
a normal distribution. By generating parameter values using random numbers
and uniformly random integers in the range [0, M-1], where M can be scalar or
vector, it becomes possible to model the selection for transition, time activity and
duration.
xk+1 = axk + c mod M (3.1)
In Lehmer’s random generators [140], a sequence integer can be defined as
Equation 3.1, where it involves three integer parameters, a, c, and M and an
initial value, xo, called the seed. Let’s say, if a = 13, c = 0, m = 31, and xo = 1,
the sequence begins with 1, 13, 14, 27, 10, 6, 16, 22, 7, 29, 5, 3, and so on.
The graph shown in Figure 3.16 states that the standardized normal curve is
obtained from the bell-shaped curve using the substitution,
z =
x− x¯
σ
(3.2)
where the z-value is a multiple of the standard deviation. The substitution value
of z, converts the original distribution into one with zero mean and unit standard
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deviation. The equation of the standardized normal curve is:
y = φ(z) =
1√
2pi
e−(0.5)z2 (3.3)
Generating parameter values, using a random number based on a normal
distribution, makes all output random variables independent and identically dis-
tributed. If the M number is a vector, then its length must be equal to the length
of the initial seed. In this case, each output has its own output range.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter, an experimental architecture for the proposed office data collec-
tion was introduced. The architecture of an office simulator, used to generate
more data for further analysis, was presented. The data is collected for distinc-
tive users in different office environments. Experiments were performed to track
the occurrence of regular user activities, in order to detect changes in an individ-
ual’s pattern. The aim of these experiments is to establish monitoring sensors,
communications, and data collection approaches in real office environments.
The data collection and performance of the Intelligent Office system could suc-
cessfully monitor the activities of users, illustrate users activities in an activity’s
graph, in a start-time-duration format, link data across records and record data
over long periods of time. Theoretical analysis, hardware and software design,
and experimental environment testing showed that the ZigBee wireless sensor
network system works effectively as a monitoring system.
In the remaining part of this thesis, data mining techniques will be used to ex-
tract user’s preferences from the user’s behavioural dataset, in order to construct
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different user profiles. The environment control system may be customised, so
that office conditions may be regulated automatically, in line with individuals user
profiles. This will allow energy efficiency and office worker comfort optimisation.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis Techniques
4.1 Introduction
The sequence of activities associated with a user in the workplace represents the
pattern of their work. To identify similarities or dissimilarities between different
days for a single user and compare that with the pattern of anther user, it is
important to investigate different measures which could accurately represent the
relationship between days and users. In the next section, a brief description of
similarity measures used in our investigation are presented.
Measuring the dissimilarity (distance) between two binary sequence of equal
length is the subject of interest in many research areas. A comprehensive survey
of binary distance and similarity measures are presented in [141]. The authors
compared 76 different dissimilarity and similarity measures and classified them
through hierarchical clustering. The properties of binary vector dissimilarity
measures are discussed in [142]. Distance and similarity measures for binary
vectors/features are used in various fields including pattern matching and pattern
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recognition [143].
The remaining sections of this chapter are organised as follows: in Section 4.3
an overview of the statistical techniques are presented followed by an explanation
of similarity/dissimilarity measures in Section 4.4. Discussion are provided in
Section 4.5.
4.2 Ethical Issues
In the employment sector, there are ethical implications of employee and employer
monitoring. Reviews by Mujtaba discussed current practices related to the ethics
of monitoring [144]. They found that monitoring can be done both at work and
at home via the internet. For example, issues such as privacy of work carried out
and security. However, this study suggests that guidelines and policies should be
created to identify the type of information collected, so that security and misuse
of information can be controlled.
Referring to the study by Johnathan et al. [145], related legal and ethical
issues of employees for improved organizational performance monitoring - this
made the study’s implementation of appropriate monitoring work as follows:
• Form data not related to personnel information and the importance of in-
stitutions. The information collected and recorded can not be used for any
other purposes that are prejudicial to the people involved.
• Environment variables are involved only in relation to the goal of the study
in order to improve and build an environmental control system, to save
energy and increase the comfort of working in an office environment.
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• Getting permission from the individuals involved - before the study is con-
ducted.
• Using non-intrusive monitoring system.
• The monitoring system used does not reduce the level of security and affect
productivity or comfort.
• Help to improve quality, administration and management.
• The monitoring equipments does not include camera.
4.3 Statistical Techniques
Statistical analysis based on duration of an activity is widely used in pattern
discovery and human activity recognition [33,60,62]. Specifically, statistical based
analysis is used in [53] to face the challenges of human activities recognition
namely recognizing concurrent activities, interleaved activities and ambiguity of
interpretation.
Consider a sample sequence of activities (e.g. using the chair) shown in Figure
4.1. The duration of an activity, d, is measured by the length of time an activity
stays in a state. The duration variable, d, is only suitable to represent activities
which have only two states ON and OFF . The duration range of an activity can
be in seconds, minutes, hours or even days. One activity can be represented as
a sequence of n durations D = [d1, d2, d3, ..., dn]. Standard statistical techniques
can be applied to analyse the user behaviour patterns based on the duration of
activities.
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Figure 4.1: A sample sequence of an activity containing two states.
To perform the statistical analysis, the data collected from user’s activities
in an office environment is examined using several statistical techniques. Sum
of duration, number of changes, consistency measures and approximate entropy
measures are used to quantify the amount of regularity and the unpredictability
of changes over time in ADW of a user in an office environment.
4.3.1 Consistency Measure
The consistency of user activity can be measured using Cronbach’s α. It is a
statistical measure of internal consistency and it is mostly used to determine the
reliability of a set of questions that are asked to respondents [146]. The level of
consistency for an activity is according to the range of Likert scale. In this case,
ranges of 0 to 1 are used to represent the level of consistency. Where, the lower
level of consistency is if the value of Cronbach‘s α close to 0, while the higher
level of consistency is if the value of Cronbach‘s α close to 1 [146].
To measure the consistency of the activities over different days/weeks/months,
it is important that we present the activities in a comparable format. To present
the data with a fixed dimension, total daily duration of an activity is used. There-
fore, activities over a week can be presented as an m× n matrix, where m is the
number of weeks and n is the number of days.
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The Cronbach’s α consistency measure can be calculated as:
α =
D
D − 1
(
1− 1
x2T
D∑
n=1
)
x2n (4.1)
where D is the number of days, x2n is the variance of duration in each day, and
x2i is the variance associated with the sum of entries value for each day (D), and
T is total number of days. m is a number of rows and n for columns in a matrix.
To evaluate internal consistency for the matrix, the Cronbach‘s α coefficient
can be formulated as follows [146]:
α =
Dd¯/µ¯
1 + (D − 1) d¯
µ¯
(4.2)
where d¯ is average of D(D − 1), µ¯ is the average of all D item variances x2n.
According to [146], in the calculation of sum of variances of x2n and x
2
T , there will
be a problem due to different units. Therefore, a standardised coefficient, αs is
suggested, which is formulated as follows:
αs =
Dβ¯
1 + (D − 1)β¯ (4.3)
where β¯ is the average for D(D−1))
2
pairwise correlation coefficients between the
summation values of duration activity of D.
4.3.2 Approximate Entropy Measure
This measure was initially proposed by Pincus [147]. Approximate Entropy
(ApEn) is a measure that is widely used to provide an index representing com-
plexity of data [148]. Chon et al. in [148] used ApEn to measure complexity of
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various signals. They argured that ApEn is able to find out the conditional prob-
ability of similarity for data in different sets of segment. Sattler et al. [149] used
ApEn to analyse simulated signal data from noise in an electrical power system.
The ApEn shows effectiveness to detect certain aspects of a system’s behaviour.
Due to dynamic human behaviour influencing pattern formation, because of
the effectiveness of the measure to measure the chaotic level of user activities, it is
suggested to use ApEn in our research. We define a set of changes of an activity
as a signal D = [d1, d2, d3, ..., dn], where n is the total number of data points
for a period of time. According to study [150], ApEn required m parameter as
embedding dimension and r parameter as a tolerance value, and then ApEn can
be summarised as below:
1. Form m-vector, D(1) to D(n−m+ 1) can be defined by
D(n) = [d(i), d(i+ 1), ..., d(n+m− 1)] , n = 1, N −m+ 1. (4.4)
2. The distance Dis[d(n), d(j)] between vector d(n) and d(j) can be defined
as below:
Dis [d(n), d(j)] = max
k=0,m−1
[|d(n+ k)− d(j + k)|] (4.5)
3. Given n, for n = 1, N −m+ 1, Cmr can be calculated as below:
Cmr =
V m(n)
N −m+ 1 , (4.6)
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where,
V m(n) = Dis[d(i), d(j)] 6 r (4.7)
4. According to Equation 4.6 and 4.7 respectively, a value of Φm(r) can be
calculated by taking the natural logarithm for each Cmr and average it over
n. Therefore, formula to find Φm(r) as below:
Φm(r) =
1
N −m+ 1
N−m+1∑
n=1
`n (Cmr (n)) (4.8)
The calculation of Φm(r) will complete with increase the dimension to m+1
and repeat steps 1 to 4.
5. Finally, the ApEn can be calculated for values for a finite data length of N
as formulated below;
ApEn(m, r,N) = Φm(r)− Φm+1(r) (4.9)
where, Cmr is correlation dimension, and parameter Φ
m(r) is used to indicate
the Eckmann-Ruelle entropy formula [147].
4.4 Distance Measures
Distance measures are used to give a natural notion of the quantitative distance
between two objects or events. There are many types of distance measure defined
in different subject areas. Distance measures denote dissimilarity, and this dissim-
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ilarity represents the discrepancy between the two objects or events. Therefore
distance measures are opposite to similarity measures. Similarities are quite diffi-
cult to measure. To measure the similarities between two events or features, one
can measure the distance which represent the dissimilarities between the events
or features.
4.4.1 Linear Distance Measures
A binary sequence X is defined as:
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN) (4.10)
where, xk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N . Let < be the set of all N-dimensional binary
sequences. The complement of binary sequence X ∈ < is defined as X¯ = I −X
where I ∈ < is a unity sequence with every bit sample equal to ‘1’. Given two
sequences A ∈ < and B ∈ <, the dissimilarity D(A,B) or similarity S(A,B) are
defined. Let Mij(i, j ∈ {0, 1}) be the number of occurrences of matches with i in
A and j in B at the same time positions. Therefore, it can be easily deduced that
M00 = A¯.B¯, M11 = A.B, M01 = A¯.B and M10 = A.B¯. Using M00, M01, M10 and
M11 many dissimilarity/similarity measures are defined. In Table 4.1 a sample of
some of the proposed distance measures and their associated similarity measures
for binary sequences are presented. The measures presented in Table 4.1 are not
normalised.
Conventional definitions of distance measures include correlation, inner-product
and Hamming distance based [151,152]. A study in [143] concluded that the con-
ventional similarity coefficients depend on their type. According to this study, the
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main division is between the inner product based similarity measure and other
measures which consider positive and negative matches. The Hamming distance
measure is a simple measure of differences where the number of differences be-
tween bit values of corresponding bit positions in each sequence is calculated. For
example for binary sequence A = 1110000111 and B = 1111000011 the distance
will be 2. The Hamming distance measure would not take into account any de-
pendency on the neighbourhood of the bits. In all measures mentioned above,
local correlations are discarded. However for temporal binary sequences, the de-
pendency and local correlation should be considered. A linear-time algorithm for
Hamming distance is introduced in [153].
As noted in [152], when two binary sequences are compared, some degrees of
fuzziness in measurement of distance are desirable. Consider portions of three
binary sequences representing the sensor activation for chair occupancy. Samples
are collected every second and ‘1’ indicate that chair is occupied.
A = ...1111111000000011111...
B = ...1111111100000001111...
C = ...1111111000011001111...
Table 4.1: A sample of similarity measures for binary sequences.
Measure S(A,B) Source by [141]
Jaccard M11
M11+M01+M10
Jaccard(1901)
Dice M11
2M11+M01+M10
Dice and Sorenson(1945)
Hamming N −M01 +M10 Hamming(1950)
Faith M11+0.5
M11+M01+M10+M00
Faith(1982)
Gower & Legendre M11+M00
M11+0.5(M01+M10)+M00
Gower and Legendre(1971)
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Both sequences B and C differ from sequence A by a Hamming distance of
two. However, intuitively B is closer to A than C to A. Sequence A shows that a
person sat down on a chair initially and then for seven seconds stood-up before
they sat down again. More or less the same pattern is repeated in sequence B with
a one second delay in standing up and a one second delay in sitting down again.
However, in sequence C, the user sat down for two seconds. Therefore, to measure
not only the number of mismatches but also how close the local changes are (how
far apart the mismatches happen) a fuzzy distance measure (fuzzy hamming
distance) is required. A detailed explanation about the fuzzy distance measure
(or also known as generalised Hamming distance) is given in [152].
4.4.2 Dynamic Time Warping
The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is based on the concept that the
similarity between two sequences can be assessed by aligning important patterns
[154] [155]. This can be achieved by locally deforming the time axis in order to
minimise the cumulative distance between the aligned points. This method is
suitable for matching time sequences containing patterns that are qualitatively
similar but have different paces and lengths in time.
Consider a test sequence X = (x1, . . . , xi, . . . xN) and a reference sequence
Y = (y1, . . . , yj, . . . yM). A correspondence between their elements is established
through the warping curve Φ = (φt, ψt), with t = 1, 2, . . . , T . In DTW to compare
between two different signals, the similarity between two binary time series are
measured using the Euclidean distance [156]. A warping curve is then calculated,
thus:
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Figure 4.2: The optimal warping path aligning by two different binary signals.
(d(xφt , yψt) = (X(i)−Y (j))2 where j ∈ [1,M ] and i ∈ [1, N ]. With i(k) ∈ [1, ..., I]
and j(k) ∈ [1, ..., J ], where k is step function, the warping path (p) as shown in
Figure 4.2 is restricted by several constraints as follows [156]:
• Continuity: Given pk(i(k), j(k)) and pk−1(i(k − 1), j(k − 1)), where i(k)−
i(k − 1) ≤ R and j(k)− j(k − 1) ≤ R with R an integer value.
• Endpoint: The warping path will start at i(1) = 1, j(1) = 1 and stop at
i(k) = I, j(k) = J .
• Monotonicity: Given pk(i(k), j(k)) and pk−1(i(k−1), j(k−1)), where i(k)−
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i(k − 1) > 0 and j(k)− j(k − 1) > 0.
Among all the warping curves allowed, the optimal Φˆ is taken which minimises
the distance between the original and warped sequences. This is summarised as:
Φˆ = (φˆt, Ψˆt) = arg min
φt,ψt
T∑
t=1
d(xφt , yψt)mt,Φ
MΦ
(4.11)
where mt,Φ is a local weighting coefficient and MΦ is a path-dependent normali-
sation such that MΦ =
∑
tmt,Φ. Symbol d is a local distance measure where its
arguments, xφt and yφt are the elements of the warped input sequences. Accord-
ing to Pavel Senin [157] d is the cumulative distance matrix (c) which is defined
as follows:
• First row: d(1, j) = ∑jk=1 c(x1, yk), j ∈ [1,M ]
• First column: d(i, 1) = ∑ik=1 c(xk, y1), i ∈ [1, N ]
• Others: d(i, j) = min(d(i − 1, j − 1), d(i − 1, j), d(i, j − 1)) + c(xi, yj, i ∈
[1, N ], j ∈ [1,M ])
Given an ordered pair of sequences, the minimum cumulative distance is finally
obtained along the optimum mapping Φˆ [154]:
DDTW (X, Y ) =
T∑
t=1
d(xφˆt , yψˆt)mt,Φˆ
MΦˆ
(4.12)
Algorithm #1 shows how the optimum mapping Φˆ could be found by the simple
tracking from the first value to the last value of sequences X and Y [154] [157].
Figure 4.2 shows the optimal warping path aligning based on two different time
series signals. A dark-light colour map is used to show the value of the distances.
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Algorithm #1: Optimal Warping Path
1 path[]
2 i=rows(dtw)
3 j=columns(dtw)
4 while (i > 1) & (j > 1) do
5 If i == 1 then
6 j = j-1
7 else if j == 1 then
8 i = i -1
9 else
10 if dtw(i-1,j) ==min[dtw(i-1,j);dtw(i,j-1);dtw(i-1,j-1)] then
11 i=i-1
12 else if dtw(i,j-1) == min[dtw(i-1,j);dtw(i,j-1);dtw(i-1,j-1)] then
13 j=j-1
14 else
15 i=i-1;j=j-1;
16 end if
17 end while
18 return path
(a) Linear time alignment (b) Nonlinear dynamic time
warped
Figure 4.3: Linear and non-linear time alignment a) linear time alignment, where
i th point in one sequence is aligned with i th point in other b) non-linear time
warped alignment allows more distance alignment in similarity computation.
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Similarity measures could be considered as linear time alignment. However,
DTW is a non-linear time-warped alignment. In linear time alignment, the ith
point in one sequence is aligned with the ith point in the other sequence. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The non-linear time warped alignment allows the
generation of a better, more natural distance measure for use in similarity com-
putation. Evidently, DTW is different from the others binary measures because
of its non-linear adjustment to the similarity measure.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter gives an overview of different techniques to measure the distance
or similarity between activities. The presented techniques are in two categories
of statistical and distance measures. Application of consistency measure and
ApEn measure in user activities recognition is novel and it has not be considered
in the past. Some of the commonly used distance measures along with DTW
techniques are briefly described in this chapter. These techniques are applied in
ADL recognition.
Chapter 5 will describe application of the techniques presented in this chapter
to the data presented in 3.
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User Profiling
5.1 Introduction
The analysis of the office workers’ Activities of Daily Working (ADW) in an of-
fice environment can be used to optimize the energy consumption and also office
workers’ comfort. Therefore, it is essential to identify individual user profiles
according to the user’s preferences and behaviour. The individual profile will be
used to automatically adjust office conditions according to the user preferences.
Sensory signal outputs from monitoring system are used to recognise user ac-
tivities and ultimately create a profile for each user. Statistical techniques and
similarity measure techniques are employed to develop a simple user profile. Ex-
perimental results from real and simulated data are presented to validate the
proposed methodologies for user profiling.
This chapter is organised as follows; in Section 5.2 user activity characterisa-
tion is explained. In Section 6.2 the implementation of conversion for collected
data into meaningful format is presented. The validation of ADW data from
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user’s behaviour in an office environment, and constructing the simple user pro-
file are presented in Section 5.4. Details of experiments for measuring consistency
and chaotic nature of user’s activity are presented in Section 5.6 followed by ex-
periments of thermal comfort monitoring in Section 5.7. The experimental results
measuring similarities of behavioural pattern are presented in Section 5.8, and
then the discussion is provided in Section 5.9.
5.2 User Activity Characterisation
User activity characteristics are those traits that differentiate a user from other
users or the same user in two different time periods. For example coming to work
early or working late evening are characteristics of a specific user different from
other users. In our first attempt to construct individual user profile based on the
information collected from the office environment, it is essential to characterise
user activities. User activities and behaviour characterisation will lead to a user
profile. The user profile then is used to interact with the environment and con-
trolling different elements if necessary. An individual user profile is associated
with the user’s work habit and his/her preference.
To be able to quantify user characteristics, a data collection system is used to
monitor appropriate behavioural and environmental conditions. A schematic dia-
gram of the proposed methodology for data collection and user profiling is shown
in Figure 5.1. Nine different types of sensors are suggested to be employed to
monitor user’s behaviour and thermal comfort in the office environment. Sensors
are in two groups of ambient office monitoring and user’s behaviour monitoring.
User’s behaviour represents the work habit and the ambient office monitoring
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Figure 5.1: The proposed methodology to construct an individual user profile.
sensors represent the thermal comfort and to a certain degree the energy con-
sumption. Gathered information from the office environment are represented in
two main groups; ambient conditions and user’s behaviour monitoring.
To characterise a user’s behaviour, the following main categories are identified.
• Working Time depends on the user’s arrival and departure. The infor-
mation is important because it can be used to classify office user attitude
such as early starter or late starter. This information can be used to control
heating, lighting system and computer power, so the office’s power can be
turned on in anticipation to the users arrival and turned off on departure.
• Office Power Usage is based on the measured duration time of office’s
electrical devices (e.g. computer,lighting and heating) that are used by user.
This information is important to classify office user working attitude such
as light, medium and heavy user of office’s electrical devices.
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(a) User #1
(b) User #2
Figure 5.2: A sample of daily pattern for a) User #1 b) User #2.
• Work Routine is associated with consistency or how long a user maintains
the behaviour during working in an office environment. A work routine is
predictable. This information is important to classify office user working
attitude such as very routine, routine and random.
• User’s Thermal Comfort is the environmental factors such as humidity
and source of heat in the workplace combined with the personal factors such
as clothing and how physically demanding the work is.
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5.3 Data Representation
The development of data collection system is explained earlier in Chapter 3.
Upon collection of the data from different sources, it is important to find ways
of representing the data in a meaningful manner. The raw sensory data is often
difficult to visualise and understand. This will be even more complicated when
sensors from different sources and different types are gathered. For example,
consider a sample of activities for two different users; User #1 and User #2
shown in Figures 5.2-a and 5.2-b respectively. Presented data are from 6 sensors
in binary format only. It is important to summarise the collected data before it is
used to construct a user profile. So, to summarise collected data into meaningful
knowledge, investigated techniques are explained below.
5.3.1 Representation of Binary Signals in Start-time and
Duration Sequences
To visualise a long sequence of collected data, different forms of data visualisation
are considered. To achieve this, raw data sequences can be converted into start-
time and duration sequences. This will reduce the dimensionality of the stored
data and it will also help to visualise a specific activity for a longer period of
time. Consider a binary sequence, s(t), representing the office door opening for
t = 1, 2, . . . , N , where s(t) ∈ [0 1]. The signal has two states of ‘open’ and ‘close’
representing the status of door.
s(t) = (. . . , 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . ) (5.1)
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To represent the signal in start-time and duration, initially the signal is converted
into start-time and stop-time, x(t), as stated below:
x(t) = (ts1 , te1 , ts2 , te2 , . . . , tsi , tei , . . . , tsn , ten) (5.2)
where tsi and tei are the start-time and stop-time of any entry with a value of
1 in s(t). Therefore, start-time sequences, ST (t) and duration sequences DU(t)
are represented respectively as:
ST (t) = (ts1 , ts2 , . . . , tsi , . . . , tsn) (5.3)
DU(t) = (te1 − ts1 , te2 − ts2 , . . . , tei − tsi , . . . , ten − tsn) (5.4)
For example, using start-time and duration form of representation, in Figures
5.3-a and 5.3-b door activities over 5 working days are illustrated for User #1
and User #2 respectively.
5.3.2 Representation of Binary Signals in Binary Code
The sensor output for door, PIR, chair and window are represented in binary
format. Therefore it is possible to combine all and represent all these binary
sequences in one sequence with real values. To achieve this, the binary bit repre-
senting the state of a signal at any instance is merged together to generate an n
bits binary code where n represents the number of signals.
For example if s1(t) represents chair occupancy and s2(t) represents windows
opening;
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(a) User #1
(b) User #2
Figure 5.3: The door activities over five working days for a) User #1 b) User #2.
s1(t) = (. . . , 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, . . . ) (5.5)
s2(t) = (. . . , 0, 1, 1, 1, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . ) (5.6)
then combined bits binary code will be:
x(t) = (. . . , 0, 3, 1, 1, . . . , 0, 0, 3, 2, 2, . . . ) (5.7)
There is no basis here as to which signal should be on lower or higher bit. There-
fore, the above combination could also be represented as:
x(t) = (. . . , 0, 3, 2, 2, . . . , 0, 0, 3, 1, 1, . . . ) (5.8)
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Based on some initial results and investigation, it is decided to have a weighted
approach to integrate the binary signal. Signals will be integrated based on the
following expression:
x(ti) = (S1ti ×W1) + (S2ti ×W2) + (S3ti ×W3) + (S4ti ×W4) +
(S5ti ×W5) + (S6ti ×W6) (5.9)
where t is time of unified signal, i sequence number of data based on real time,
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 are sensory signals in bit order, and Wi is weight values bit.
Weight values of Wi are the most significant bit (MSB) is the bit in a multiple-bit
binary number with the largest value, while the least significant bit with smallest
value.
To identify order of bits, it is decided to check bit changes from one state
to the next as a representative of the important bits. As the number of signal
increases, it will become harder to identify the order of bits. It is proposed to use
Hamming distance to measure the distance as a representative of changes.
For the daily patterns of User #1 and User #2 shown earlier, n = 6 bits
binary code is generated and all possible combination of sensors are tested (30
combinations). Figure 5.4-a shows for User #1 the combination sensors of lowest
average of bit changes is achieved from the 2nd combination. Figure 5.4-b shows
signal combination for User #2 and again the lowest average of bit changes is
also 2nd combination. Therefore, it is concluded that 2nd combination i.e.
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(a) User #1
(b) User #2
Figure 5.4: Distance representing bit changes for different combination of signals
a) user #1 and a) user #2.
[25 = window, 24 = door, 23 = PIR, 22 = light, 21 = chair, 20 = PC]
is producing less changes and as a result a preferred choice for combining binary
signals.
Using the signal integration mentioned in this section, the combined signal for
the samples of activities of two users are shown in Figure 5.5. From figure 5.5-a,
it can be observed that User #1 had less activity on day 1 and did not use office
on day 3 after 3:00 PM. For User #2, in Figure 5.5-b it is observed that user is
busy on day 2 and did not use office on day 5 after 12:00 PM.
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(a) User #1 (b) User #2
Figure 5.5: Combined pattern of activities a) user #1 and a) user #2.
5.4 Annotation and Data Validation
Validation or verification are methods to examine that the data collected by data
collection system is correct. The examination of behaviour pattern of users also
means that inspect the performance of a data collection system to recognize the
user activity correctly. Sometimes, abnormal activity is recorded caused by faults
of data collection system (e.g. a sensor node is run out of battery) or some of the
activity is totally out of routine (e.g. change of room layout or furniture).
For example, statistical results of office occupancy and chair occupancy in
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 (in Appendix D), that there are showed normal
activity of user’s activities. From the week 1 to 12, most of the durations of
chair occupancy are less than the durations of office occupancy. Detail annota-
tion activity and validation of single user’s activity in an office environment are
presented in Appendix F.
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(a) User #1
(b) User #4
Figure 5.6: Distribution of door activity over twelve weeks for a) User #1, b)
User #4.
5.5 Statistical Measures
Signals collected from different sensors will vary for different users and they also
vary across different working days. To be able to understand and also summarise
different uses’ activities, after the validation of the data, it is necessary to carry
out statistical analysis of the collected data.
To depict groups of numerical data through their statistical quantities, a Box
Plot is a convenient way of illustrating information graphically. The range of
the vertical scale is from minimum to the maximum values. Each vertical scale
also hold information about the lower quartile (Q1), mean or median, and upper
quartile (Q3). Interquartile range (IQR) is the difference between 75
th percentiles,
Q3, and 25
th percentiles, Q1, of distribution data. Figures 5.6-a and 5.6-b show
distribution of office door activities over twelve weeks for User #1 and User #4
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(a) Office occupancy (b) Lighting usage
(c) Computer usage (d) Chair occupancy
Figure 5.7: Comparative results of users behaviours based on weekly duration of
a) Office occupancy, b) Lighting usage, c) Computer usage, d) Chair occupancy.
respectively. From these figures, it could be observed that users normally arrive
between 08.00 AM to 09.30 AM and leave the office normally between 05.00 PM
to 06.30 PM. The patterns of arrival and departure times fluctuate, this may be
caused by the schedules of work.
Bar charts are used to compare between different user’s behaviour based on
the measurement of the weekly duration of office occupancy, lighting usage, chair
occupancy and computer activities. Figure 5.7 illustrate the comparative results
between User #1, User #2 and User #4. The bars in graphs provide a visual
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display for comparing weekly duration for different user. In Figure 5.7-a, the
weekly durations’ values show that User #2 spent more time in the office followed
by User #1 and User #4. From Figures 5.7-b and 5.7-c it can be observed that
more lighting and computer usage time are recorded for User #2 followed by User
#1 and User #4. These results highlight the facts that each user has dissimilar
ADW .
In order to construct an individual user profile, a box plot is also used to
extract information from the user behavioural data. The distribution of weekly
duration of the user activities using box plot is shown in Figure 5.8. The boxes
provide a visual display for comparing duration of different activities of users.
Comparing with bar charts in Figure 5.7, it can be seen that the box plot described
more details about the dissimilar behaviour based on weekly durations of user
activities. From Figure 5.8, it can be observed that User #2 spent more time in
office and seating in the chair compared to other users. User #2 has also used
computer and room lighting more than any other users over twelve weeks. It is
also possible to identify any anomaly within the distributed data. For example
in Figure 5.8-b it is shown that anomalous activity for lighting of User #2 is
detected.
Full details of the statistical parameters calculated for the experimental data
are presented in Appendix D. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 in Appendix D show
summaries of weekly statistical analysis results of sample data from User #1,
User #2 and User #4.
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(a) Office occupancy (b) Lighting usage
(c) Computer usage (d) Chair occupancy
Figure 5.8: Box plot representing users behaviours based on weekly duration of a)
Office occupancy, b) Lighting usage, c) Computer usage, and d) Chair occupancy.
5.6 Consistency and Chaotic Measures of User’s
Activity
The consistency of user’s activity is measured using Cronbach‘s Alpha (α) ex-
plained in Section 4.3.1. Chaotic measure in user’s behaviour is also measured
using Approximate Entropy (ApEn) explained in Section 4.3.2. To illustrate the
effect of measures for different user’s activities, data set D4, D5 and D6 in Table
3.2 are used for our investigation. The daily duration of user’s activity is used to
investigate the consistency level, and daily number of changes of user’s activity
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is used to investigate the chaotic levels of activities.
5.6.1 Consistency Measure for User Behaviour
To apply Cronbach‘s Alpha (α) technique to measure internal consistency of data,
several parameters of user’s activities such as office occupancy, lighting activity,
chair occupancy and computer activity are selected. Initially, data are presented
in a matrix where rows represent changes in a week, and columns present daily
duration of activities. For our data collected over twelve weeks (5 working days
per week), a matrix 12× 5 is created.
Applying the mentioned calculation process explained in Section 4.3.1, user’s
activities data of office occupancy, lighting, chair and computer are rescaled and
degrees of level of (α) values are represented as internal consistency of activities.
The objectives of measure the activity’s consistency using Cronbach’s Alpha are
to determine the level of consistency based on range 0 to 1, and then distinguish
the overall behaviour between users. The value of α is considered reasonable
consistency at α > 0.5, while alpha values above 0.7 indicate extremely high
consistency [158].
Table 5.1: Cronbach‘s Alpha (α) values of user’s activity in an office environment
Office Lighting Chair Computer
Occupancy activity Occupancy activity
User #1 0.5134 0.5129 0.5973 0.4619
User #2 0.4337 0.1727 0.4337 0.3453
User #4 0.6661 0.6092 0.7631 0.6092
Table 5.1 presents the internal consistency of user’s activities in an office en-
vironment. From the results, it can observed that User #4 shows consistency
with all activities at the degree level of α > 0.5, while chair occupancy of User
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#4 is considered extremely high consistency with α > 0.7. Behaviour of User #1
is almost considered reasonable of consistency, where office occupancy, lighting
activity and chair occupancy are at α > 0.5, but computer activity is below sat-
isfaction of the consistency level. While, User #2 activities is have consistencies
of all ADW in an office environment at α < 0.5. The results can be regarded
as simply to compare and allow for extraction of the user’s profile based on the
activity consistency level in an office environment.
Table 5.2: ApEn(2,r,N) calculations for User #1, User #2 and User #4
ApEn(2,r,N), where r=0.1*SD and N=84 days
User #1 User #2 User #4
Activity SD ApEn SD ApEn SD ApEn
Office Occupancy 10.1323 0.6904 9.7696 0.5612 6.3148 0.6631
Lighting 2.4856 0.7990 4.1000 0.5494 3.0464 0.7856
Chair 5.8131 0.6231 4.9141 0.6746 3.9591 0.7106
Computer 3.8967 0.6860 7.4720 0.4476 0.4330 0.3288
ApEn(2,r,N), where r=0.2*SD and N=84 days
User #1 User #2 User #4
Activity SD ApEn SD ApEn SD ApEn
Office Occupancy 10.1323 0.7403 9.7696 0.8283 6.3148 0.7805
Lighting 2.4856 0.7990 4.1000 0.5494 3.0464 0.7856
Chair 5.8131 0.7743 4.9141 0.6746 3.9591 0.7106
Computer 3.8967 0.6860 7.4720 0.6017 0.4330 0.3288
5.6.2 Approximate Entropy Measure for User Behaviour
The ApEn is a measure that depends on a sequence of daily number of changes
from users behaviours for 84 days (12 weeks) period. Several parameters from the
user’s activities such as office occupancy, lighting activity, chair occupancy and
computer activity are selected for analysis. According to a study in [150], ApEn
require m parameter as embedding dimension and r parameter as a tolerance
value. Therefore in this experiment m = 2 is selected and r is used based on 0.1
and 0.2 times standard deviation of data. Selected values follow the recommen-
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dation by Sheng Lu et al [159]. Then, the calculation process discussed in Section
4.3.2 is applied.
Table 5.2 shows the calculations of ApEn for User #1, User #2 and User
#4. The values of ApEn can be used to compare the behaviours of users based
on chaots level. According to Kalon et al. [160], very small values of ApEn’s
implies the sequence is less chaotic and predictable. A study by Sheng Lu et
al [159] tested three signals. The results show that ApEn values are 1.157 for
white noise signal and 0.637 for cross chirp signal and 0.015 for the sinusoidal
signal. Therefore, based on these the user’s behaviours are compared based on
ApEn values. We found that all chaotic levels of users behaviours are acceptable.
Moreover, User #2 behaviour’s signals are less chaotic (ApEn less than 0.7 at
r = 0.1 ∗ SD), however at r = 0.2 ∗ SD office occupancy shows increased with
ApEn more than 0.8. While, User #1 and User #4 show their behaviour for
all activities are below ApEn values of 0.8. Computer activity of User #4 with
ApEn less than 0.4 shows this to be more predictable compared to her/his other
activity or other users activities.
5.7 Thermal Comfort Monitoring and Assess-
ment
To assess the thermal comfort in the office environment, ambient room tempera-
ture, outside temperature and radiator temperatures are measured. It is expected
that these measurements will provide us with the thermal comfort range. For our
investigation, data sets D4, D5 and D6 are used.
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(a) User #2
(b) User #4
Figure 5.9: The office temperature readings for a) User #2 b) User #4.
Figure 5.9-a and Figure 5.9-b show the heating temperature from radiator
heater in an office is significant due to the low temperature of outdoor tempera-
ture for User #2 and User #4 respectively. Since a radiator heater is ON, it will
change the indoor thermal comfort. The arrow lines are used to locate points
on maximum and minimum values of temperature moving average to define the
thermal comfort range of user’s office. The moving average is computed by aver-
aging with five data points as five working days (Monday to Friday) in a week of
data over sixty days. Full results of statistical analysis of the room temperature
for the above data sets are presented in Table 4 in Appendix D.
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The temperature ranges to meet the thermal comfort satisfaction during win-
ter months is between 20.5 ◦C to 25.5 ◦C based on suggested range by Canadian
Centre for Occupational health and Safety [39].
5.8 Measuring Similarities of Behavioural Pat-
terns
To compare behavioural patterns, similarity measures are used. Both linear tech-
niques and non-linear measure are considered in this investigation. In this inves-
tigation, initially data pre-processing of temporal sequence data from sensory
signals is conducted. Different similarity measure are tested and the results
are used to analyse user’s behavioural patterns. Well-known linear similarity
measures including Dice, Faith, Jaccard (JCD), Gower and Legendre (GL), and
Hamming Distance (HD) are used. For non-linear similarity measures, Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) is used. Presented results in this section are based on the
experimental data sets D4, D5 and D6.
Considering the fact that the offices used for this investigation are academic
offices, pattern of usage has varied during the academic semester. During semester
breaks, user’s behaviour would change; which meant they would either be in an
office for a longer time or absent. Therefore, similarity measures are used in
this study to identify the similarity of user’s behaviour in an office environment,
whereby we could identify user’s behaviour of office use over a period of time.
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Figure 5.10: The behavioural pattern of User #2 in an office environment over
five weeks.
5.8.1 Linear Similarity Measures
In order to show the difference in performances of conventional similarity mea-
sures, binary similarity using the named techniques are measured for D5 data set
(User #2). Figure 5.10 represents the behaviour of user in binary data format
for over five weeks. Based on these binary signals, Table 5.3 shows a summary of
the similarity values for conventional linear similarity measures. The similarities
of five working days are compared against day 1 of User #2. This is repeated for
all similarity measures.
Similarity measures Dice and JCD show similar performances. GL method
showed a strong similarity between the days of the week; whilst the other methods
showed conflicting results. Faith distance similarity provides a much more con-
sistent degree of similarity than Dice, JCD and GL. However, HD gives a number
of mismatching bits between two binary sequences of the same length. When
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Table 5.3: The summarised results of conventional similarity measures
Data set (43200 samples) Day 1 of User #2
Measures Day Dice Faith JCD GL HD
Door
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0.07 0.5 0.03 0.99 271
3 0 0.49 0 0.99 280
4 0.83 0.5 0.71 1 274
5 0 0.5 0 0.99 280
PIR
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0.81 0.64 0.68 0.86 8940
3 0.75 0.57 0.61 0.84 16601
4 0.99 0.85 0.99 1 6601
5 0.61 0.46 0.44 0.76 14504
Light
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0.86 0.72 0.76 0.89 8035
3 0.84 0.67 0.73 0.89 21911
4 1 0.91 0.99 1 5919
5 0.68 0.51 0.51 0.74 14260
Chair
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0.8 0.61 0.66 0.86 8685
3 0.68 0.51 0.51 0.81 16634
4 0.99 0.84 0.99 1 6573
5 0.59 0.45 0.42 0.76 13489
Computer
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0.35 0.45 0.21 0.92 4886
3 0.26 0.44 0.15 0.93 5325
4 0.99 0.52 0.99 1 4822
5 0.16 0.39 0.09 0.86 5245
Window
1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0 0.43 0 0.92 6333
3 0 0.44 0 0.94 6334
4 0.99 0.59 0.99 1 2040
5 0.17 0.29 0.09 0.7 4320
comparing Faith and HD, there seems to be a relationship between their degrees
of similarity results. From these observations, it is concluded that Faith and HD
work best for all binary signals used to measure the similarity of activities.
It can be argued that Faith and HD linear measures represent similarities
between activities best. Activities with the highest similarity between days or
weeks indicate that the two sequences of activities are similar. In order to compare
similarities between two activities on different days or weeks, another similarity
test is conducted. In this similarity test, only HD is used to measure the degree
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of similarity for user activities in an office environment. Although the results
shown in Table 5.3 demonstrated that Faith and HD are the best linear measures
representing similarities between activities, only HD is used because it is able to
separate between two different sequences using the number of mismatching bits;
whereas using the Faith method only, used the range 0 to 1.
A calculation method to identify activities with the highest similarity between
days or weeks is proposed as follows:
• Measure the similarity: s(Ai, Bj)
• Compute the total number of mismatching bits between all sequences (com-
paring activity on different days or weeks): : ST =
∑N
n=1 sn(Ai, Bj), where
n is number of days or weeks and N is the total number of days or weeks.
• Find the minimum total number of mismatching bits for each day or week:
min(ST ).
Based on the proposed method, the activities of User #2, such as office oc-
cupancy, chair activity, and computer activity, are measured using HD. Figure
5.11 shows the similarity measure results of office occupancy, light activity, and
computer activity, for User #2 over five days as well as five weeks. Hamming
similarity measure of user’s behaviour between days over a period of five days,
and then between weeks over a period of five weeks are computed. The spider
plots in Figure 5.11 are plotted based on the similarity measure results as shown
in Table 1 in Appendix E.
According to Table 1 in Appendix F, the bold numbers represent the highest
similarity between two different sequences of activities. min(ST ) is used to find
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the minimum total number of mismatching bits of HD for comparing between
days and weeks. Within the similarity measurement results for a period of five
days, the fourth day of office occupancy showed the highest similarity with ST =
28031 mismatching bits, the fourth day of light activity also showed the highest
similarity with ST = 19888 mismatching bits, while the first day of computer
activity had the highest similarity with ST = 20280 mismatching bits. For the
similarity measure of User #2 activities for a period of five weeks, the first week
for office occupancy showed the highest similarity ST = 179966 mismatching
bits, the fifth day of light activity showed the highest similarity (ST = 109786
mismatching bits), while the second week of computer activity had the highest
similarity with ST = 96025 mismatching bits. Comparing the results of similarity
measures between days and weeks of activities for User #2, it can be concluded
that any significant rise in the number of bits in the activities sequence gave
rise to a corresponding increase in the number of mismatching bits of hamming
distance.
In order to analyse user behaviour, spider plots are used to illustrate such
similarities between days and weeks; and to investigate the relationship between
activities based on the matrices of similarity scores. In Figure 5.11, the spider
plots of HD scores showed that the similarity between weeks had nearly identical
plots between activities for User #2. Therefore, Pearson’s correlation coefficient,
r, is used to test the degree of relationship between the activities of the user. The
correlation coefficient, r, between two different similarity matrices (A and B) is
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: Comparison of similarity measures for the activities of User #2
between a) 43200 samples per day for a period of 5 days, and b) 216000 samples
per week for a period of 5 weeks.
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computed using the following expression.
r =
∑
m
∑
n
(
Amn − A¯
) (
Bmn − B¯
)√(∑
m
∑
n
(
Amn − A¯
)2)(∑
m
∑
n
(
Bmn − B¯
)2) (5.10)
where A¯ = mean(A) and B¯ = mean(B). A correlation coefficient less than 0.5 is
representing a weak relationship and close to 1 is representing a highly correlated
relationship [161].
In Figure 5.11, the correlation of similarity matrices for days comparison be-
tween office occupancy and light activity are high with r = +0.87, r = +0.73 for
office occupancy and computer activity and r = +0.58 for between light activity
and computer activities. Based on these correlation results, it can be concluded
that computer usage and light usage are highly correlated to office occupancy.
Meanwhile, computer usage and light usage showed a medium relationship. In
contrast, the correlation of similarity matrices for weeks comparison showed a high
relationship between computer usage and light usage with r = +0.90. However,
the degree of relationship between office occupancy and light activity (r = +0.86)
and computer activity (r = +0.92) for weeks comparisons are high and similar
with the days comparisons.
Measure of correlation between two different similarity matrices giving a value
between +1 and -1 inclusive. In this study, the correlation coefficient is divided
into three levels of “low”, “medium”, and “high”, as used in Figure 5.12. In the
relationship model, these three levels of r were used to define the strength of the
linear relationship between two different user’s activities in an office environment.
In order to model individual user behaviour for office energy, the results shown
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Figure 5.12: Energy use behaviour of User #2 in an office environment.
here are used to produce a relationship model of user behaviour. User activities,
such as office occupancy, light activity, and computer activity, are considered as
the Energy Use Activity (EUA) of a user. Figure 5.12 shows the relationship
model for obtaining estimates of user’s behaviour, based on energy consumption.
This model could be used to provide information to an office environment control
system, in order to learn the user’s behaviour on energy consumption, while
working in an office environment. For example, the environmental control system
can be improved to understand of user’s behaviour in determining user’s tendency
to move from an activity to another activity.
5.8.2 Similarity Features and Clustering
In order to identify the similarity between users’ activities on different days,
homogeneous sequence of activities are clustered together. Initially, daily activity
sequences from a user is divided with a comparator sequence. A comparator
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sequence with the same length as the user’s activity sequence and consists of
logic 1 from 8.00 AM to 17.00 PM, and the rest is set to logic 0.
A pairwise representation method is proposed in [162], where similarity scores
are used as a pairwise representation for visualizing and understanding purposes.
This process is used to generate similarity scores for a pairwise representation of
similarities. The polar dendrogram is used to show clustered data into a group
of similar samples, thus producing a data structure using hierarchical clustering
[162, 163]. In dendrogram clustering, the distance between two data points is
computed by linkage creation. The number of clusters is chosen based on a
distance rate of below 0.2.
To following steps are recommended to measure and visualise pairwise simi-
larity values of user’s activities:
1. Standardise the pairwise similarity values to range 0 to 1 the total bit
sequence.
2. The dendrogram plot is used to cluster the pairwise values.
3. Normalise the standardised data of pairwise similarity values by dividing
each data column (i.e., pairwise similarity values of office occupancy, light
activity, chair activity, and computer activity are put in columns) by its
standard deviation.
4. Use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to generate the principal com-
ponents values to visualise similarity data in different dimensions [164].
5. Use biplot to identify which variables (user’s activities) contribute to the
same direction in the plot of two principal components [165,166].
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Figure 5.13: Similarity dendrogram of activities for User #2 over 25 working
days.
Data set D5 of User #2 is used to evaluate this technique. Only twenty
five working days over five weeks are considered for this investigation. Figure
5.13 shows polar-dendrograms of similarity between the activities of User #2
over twenty five working days in an office environment. In this figure, the polar-
dendrogram shows similarities for six comparisons of activities for User #2. As
shown in Figures 5.13-a and 5.13-c, the polar-dendrograms of similarity of of-
fice occupancy versus light activity and chair activity contained five clusters. In
Figures 5.13-b and 5.13-e, office occupancy versus computer activity, and light
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activity versus chair activity, contained four clusters. Meanwhile, computer ac-
tivity versus light activity, and light activity versus chair activity shown in Figure
5.13-d and Figure 5.13-f respectively containe three clusters.
Table 5.4 shows the similarity data clusters, translated from Figure 5.13. Clus-
tering results are used to show a user’s behaviour based on similar days. For
example, it is found that for this data set office occupancy versus light activity,
for days 1, 12, 13, 15, and 17 are homogeneous; i.e., the user activities (for office
occupancy versus light activity) on these days are more or less similar to each
other. In another example, light activity versus chair activity on day 14 does not
belong to any cluster; i.e., the activities of light and chair for User #2 on day 14
are dissimilar to other days.
As mentioned earlier, the pairwise similarity data is normalised before per-
forming the PCA Data’s visualisation. This will help to illustrate the relationship
between explanatory variables (user’s activities) and their contribution to individ-
ual principal components [164]. For example, in Figure 5.14 the similarity score
plot for the first two principal components are shown. The new scores defined by
PCA are values that consist of the coordinates of the original similarity scores.
Table 5.4: Cluster of days with similar activities for User #2.
Cluster Office Occupancy vs Light Office Occupancy vs Computer Office Occupancy vs Chair
I Day; 1,12,13,15,17 Day;1,3,6,9,10,12,13,15,17 Day;3,5,20,22,24
II Day;6,9,10 Day;2,4,11,19,25 Day;8,16,18,23
III Day;2,4,11,19,25 Day;5,8,16,18,20,22,23,24 Day;1,2,4,6,9,10,12,13,15,17,19
IV Day;3,5,8,16,18,20,22,24 Day;7,14,21 Day;4,11,25
V Day;7,21 Day;7,14,21
Cluster Light vs Computer Light vs Chair Chair vs Computer
I Day;3,5,20,22 Day;1,12,13,15,17 Day;3,5,8,16,18,20,22,23,24
II Day;1,7,8,16,18,23,24 Day;2,4,6,9,10,11,19,25 Day;7,14,21
III Day;2,4,11,19,25 Day;3,5,20,22,24 Day;1,2,4,6,9,10,11,12,13,15,1719,25
IV Day;7,21
V
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Figure 5.14: PCA’s score plot for similarity between office occupancy and light
activity of User #2 over 25 working days.
Figure 5.14 shows the PCA’s scores between office occupancy and light activity
for the 1st and 2nd principal components. Activities between office occupancy
and lighting of User #2 on day 14 are not similar to other days. These results
are the same as Dendrogram clustering results shown in Figure 5.13-a. It should
be noted that only two different activities of a user can be plotted together. To
be able to visualise all activities and principal components in a single plot Biplot
is used. Figure 5.15 shows that each of the four activities of a user can be plotted
together with the 1st and 2nd principal components. In order to visualise a user
profile in more understandable detail, in order to contribute to an office’s energy
performance, the direction and length of the vector for each activity in Biplot is
used to present how far each activity had contributed to the 1st and 2nd principal
components [165].
In Figure 5.15-a, the chair activity for User #1 is relatively similar to computer
activity, because as the Biplot shows, both activities had the same length and
direction. The office occupancy for User #1 is relatively similar to chair and
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.15: Energy use behaviour of a) User #1, b) User #2 and c) User #4,
based on similarities between the activities produced using Biplot function.
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computer activity, compared to light activity. From Figure 5.15-b, which shows
the behaviour of User #2, we found that office computer activity is relatively
similar to chair activity, compared to light and computer activities. In Figure
5.15-c, we can see that User #4 had a dissimilar behaviour to other users. In this
Biplot graph, each activity of User #4 is not of the same direction or length.
Algorithm #2: Identification of Behaviour Change
1 function [chgs ptime,num]=idenchgs time(data)
2 w=data;
3 [m,n]=size(w);
4 j=1;chk=0;
5 for i=1:m-2
6 if (w(i,1) ∼= w(i+1,1)) && (w(i+1,1) < w(i+2,1)) && chk == 0;
7 chgs ptime(j,1) = w(i,2);
8 j=j+1;
9 chk=1;
10 end
11 if (w(i,1) ∼= w(i+1,1)) && (w(i+1,1)==w(i+2,1)) && chk==1;
12 chgs ptime(j,1)=w(i,2);
13 j=j+1;
14 chk=0;
15 end
16 end
17 chgs ptime(:,2)= 7+(chgs ptime(:,1)/60);
18 [m,n]=size(chgs ptime)
19 num=m;
20 end
where: w is the optimal path
chgs ptime is the changes positions based on time
num is the total number of changes
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5.8.3 Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used to measure similarity based on temporal
warping functions and time alignment traces of sequences. The DTW curve allows
us to detect changes of user activity based on time by comparing two signals. A
DTW curve is formed by aligning the two sequences (temporal binary signal),
where a matrix of an optimal warping path is used to plot it.
Changes in user activity are important for user behaviour identification. The
proposed algorithm used to detect behaviour change based on a DTW curve is
given in Algorithm #2. This algorithm is used to identify behaviour changes
based on time according to a DTW curve (optimal warping curve), as shown in
Figure 4.2.
Data sets D4 and D5 are used for our investigation in this section. Figure
5.16 shows the warping curve pattern and distance for office occupancy of User
#1 as a reference and office occupancy of User #2 as a target. The reference
sequence is in the vertical position, and the test sequence is in the horizontal
position. The contour colour map of DTW illustrates the optimal path.
DTW curve is a similarity measure between motions of two sequence values on
the time axis. Therefore, for those comparisons (i.e., between Day 1 and Day 3),
it is found that the DTW formed the vertical and horizontal lines for inactivity
and changed to diagonal lines when activity is detected. Using Algorithm #2,
DTW could provide more information, such as change detection based on time for
user behaviour and compute a number of changes for each comparing temporal
binary signal. Arrow lines in Figure 5.17 show that the time positions where
change activities between Day 1 and Day 2 for office occupancy of User #2, are
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Figure 5.16: DTW similarity measure for office occupancy of User #1 as a refer-
ence and office occupancy of User #2 as target.
detected according to the DTW curve (diagonal line).
In addition, Figure 5.18 shows the summarised results of the DTW curves
comparing the similarity of office occupancy for User #2 over five working days.
From Figure 5.18-a, it can be seen that DTW curves can lead to dramatically
different patterns, due to the comparing of signals. The DTW curves clearly show
the different patterns for all combinations. In an environment control system, the
DTW’s capability can be used to recognise the similarity of user’s behaviour and
identify the real user. In Figure 5.18-b, the unnormalised distance values of DTW
perform as a linear similarity measure. These unnormalised distance values are
the minimum of the cumulative distance, based on the warping matrix (i.e., the
calculation based on the Euclidean distance) [156]. This shows how close and
far between two temporal binary signals. However, DTW allows a more intuitive
distance measure to be computed than other similarity measures [167].
Moreover, identification of behaviour change is able to be detected by DTW
on dynamic behaviour over a period of time. For example, Figure 5.18-c shows
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Figure 5.17: DTW curves comparing the similarities of the office occupancy be-
tween Day 1 and Day 3 of User #2.
the results of how Algorithm #2 detected the positions of time, based on be-
haviour changes over a period of time. This contributes to improvements in the
sensitivity of an environmental control system to users’ dynamic behaviour. Fur-
thermore, Figure 5.18-d also shows the capability of DTW to detect the number
of changes/positions based on time. Therefore, it would also contribute to in-
creases in the intelligence of an environmental control system to recognise real
users or change the control mode suitable to the current behaviour of the user
(e.g. based on chaotic levels and consistent levels as discussed in Chapter 4).
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Figure 5.18: DTW results for user #2 over five working days. a) DTW curves
comparing the similarity of office occupancy b) distances between binary signals
for office occupancy c) office occupancy behaviour changes over time d) number
of changes/positions.
5.9 Discussion
This chapter presents the experimental results used to analyse and extract user
profiles from the user’s behaviour data. Time-series signals of user activities and
ambient conditions in an office environment are recorded using a data collection
system. However, these signals provided little information to detect behaviour;
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and thus construct a user profile. Several experiments in this chapter are suc-
cessfully implemented, and methods used to analyse data from office worker’s be-
haviour in an office environment are proposed. In order to deal with large ADW
binary signals, several progressive methods of data representation and convert-
ing sensory signals into multidimensional knowledge are proposed. Converting
data into start-time and duration sequences, and signal unification, contributed
to discovering user behaviour as follows:
• By reducing the dimensionality of the stored data, it is able to help convert
the long period ADW data into a more understandable format.
• Minimising the distances between the sequence data of sensory signals in
bit order, in order to generate a high accuracy of prediction, would offer
the unification signal as an enhancement tool for the prediction model, in
order to speed up and reduce errors.
The patterns of users’ behaviour and office’s thermal comfort in a statistical
perspective are used to extract information to construct user’s profiles. In this
chapter, these patterns are evaluated using comparative methods using numerical
statistical values and graphs. For example, Cronbach’s (α) is used to measure
internal consistency and ApEn is used to measure the chaos of user’s behaviour.
Tabular and graphical statistical representations are also used to extract individ-
ual user profiles, as proposed and shown in Figure 5.1.
Statistical analysis experiments in this chapter detected that each office user
had different behaviours. The ADW of office workers had different patterns on
different days of the week. For example, the results shown in Table 5.5 indicate
that User #1, #2, #4 are dissimilar habitually at the start of work, where User
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#1 is the earliest to arrive at the office, and User #2 left the office for the
day later than other users. In terms of user activity duration, due to different
schedules of work, User #2 spent more time in the office with above average
computer usage than User #1 and #4. Based on the consistency and chaotic
measures of user’s activity, we found that the consistency of computer activity
for User #1 is inconsistent with the other users, with an α of less than 0.5, and
the chaotic levels of all activities of user’s is moderate, with an ApEn of less than
0.8. According to the results, each office user’s working attitude and preferences
could be summarised in the profile properties (as shown in Table 5.5). Table
5.6 shows the formulas used to extract users’ profile information from the users’
behaviour data.
Table 5.5: User profiles, used for summarizing user’s behaviour in an office envi-
ronment over twelve weeks.
User Working Time Avg. Duration/Routine habit of activity in an office
Thermal
Comfort
A
rr
iv
al
D
ep
ar
tu
re
O
cc
up
an
cy
Li
gh
ti
ng
C
ha
ir
C
om
pu
te
r
Te
m
pe
ra
tu
re
#1 08:33 am 17:43 pm M/(C,P) M/(C,P) M/(C,P) M/(InC,P) 19 to 23
#2 09:13 am 19:13 pm L/(C,P) L/(C,P) M/(C,P) L/(C,P) 22 to 25
#4 09:11 am 18:32 pm M/(C,P) M/(C,P) M/(C,P) S/(C,P) 20 to 25
Information: 1. The levels of duration are indicated such as L (long), M (medium) and S (short).
2.The levels of measures for consistency and choatic are indicated as follows:
i. Consistency - C -consistent and InC -inconsistency
ii. Chaotic - P-predictable/less chaotic and UnP-unpredictable/chaotic
Table 5.6: Formulas used to extract profile information from the user’s behaviour
data.
Working
Duration /Routine habit of activity in an office
Thermal
Time Comfort
Avg. Duration Consistency Chaotic Temperature
Arr.=min(tdoor) L > 25hours
week
α ApEn min(tmp) to max(tmp)
Dept.=max(tdoor) 15hours
week
< M < 25hours
week
C :α > 0.5 P : ApEn < 0.6 tmp=Tmp. for moving
0hours
week
< S < 15hours
week
InC :α < 0.5 UnP : ApEn > 0.6 avg. of 5 data points
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According to the experimental results of measuring similarities of behavioural
patterns shown in Table 5.3, Faith and HD demonstrated that they worked better
for all binary signals at measuring the similarity of activities. The other meth-
ods showed less sensitivity to slight deviations for similarity degrees between two
different activity sequences. HD is selected to measure the similarity of users’ be-
haviour for a period of time. The results shown in Figure 5.16 showed that each
user had a different behaviour, while working in an office environment. Therefore,
the pairwise presentation for similarity between different user’s activities is pro-
posed. By applying this method, similarity scores are used to cluster the user’s
activities using a (polar) Dendrogram plot, where the data is structured using
hierarchical clustering. Table 5.4 shows which user activities are relatively similar
to other activities on different days; based on clustering results. Data visualisa-
tion, using PCA and Biplot, is proposed. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 are used to help
illustrate the relationship between different user’ activities and their contribution
to principal components.
The DTW, as a non-linear similarity measure, is used to measure similarity
and identify dynamic behaviour change over time. Different user’s activities are
compared using DTW , where the optimal match curve indicated the degree of
similarity between two different user’s activities in the time dimension (see Figure
5.16). The experimental results (see Figure 5.17 and 5.18) show that DTW is
more applicable to compare the similarity between two users than the linear sim-
ilarity measures. An optimal match curve is an adjoining set of matrix elements
that is described as a mapping between two different sequences of activity [167].
Algorithm #2 is proposed to detect behaviour change over time. Through a
combination of DTW’s algorithm and Algorithm #2, a DTW curve can pro-
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vide more information, such as similarity based on the optimal warping curve;
distance value, identification of behaviour changes, and a number of computed
changes/positions based on time (see Figure 5.18).
In conclusion, the individual user’s profile (as shown in Table 5.5) can be
used to distinguish between different user’s profiles. Moreover, repetitive regular
behaviour patterns can be detected using the similarity algorithms. This would
benefit an office environment control system, by enabling it to recognise real users
and update the user’s profile. This would also enable the office environment to
be automatically adjusted in line with the user’s preferences. The control system
could be improved; if it is able to identify the similarities and changes of user’s
behaviour over a period of time.
Chapter 6 will describe the techniques of enhanced user profiling and ADW
recognition in an intelligent office environment.
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Enhanced User Profiling
6.1 Introduction
To have an effective and efficient control strategy in an office environment, it is
required to understand the uncertainties involved in a user behaviour. In the
previous chapter, an attempt was made to use the statistical measures as a rep-
resentative of the behaviour. There are alternative approached to the statistical
techniques and soft computing techniques have proven to be a useful to tackle the
challenges of this area of research. Specifically, fuzzy logic and fuzzy rule-based
systems are a proper tool to model uncertainties.
The aim of this chapter is to incorporate soft computing techniques namely
fuzzy system to identify ways to enhance the user profiling mentioned in the
previous chapter. To achieve this goal, it is important to understand each user’s
profile initially before adapting the environment to the users requirements. For
example, instead of waiting half an hour for a computer auto shutdown, the
system could detect that the user is no longer in the room and the computer is
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not performing any work. This would cause the office environment control to put
the PC into an energy saving mode.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: an overview of the fuzzy char-
acteristics matrix is presented in Section 6.2 followed by technique for generating
user’s fuzzy profiles in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, an office worker’s ADW recog-
nition using event-driven model is presented. In Section 6.5, an ADW recognition
based on fuzzy rule-based system is explained and the experimental results are
also discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.6.
6.2 Fuzzy Characteristics Matrix
Collected data from each office represent the user profile for that environment.
Different users have different preferences and it is essential to summarise the
information into meaningful knowledge within the control server application to
control each office environment effectively. To process the collected data, two
stages are identified. Firstly, signals are presented in start-time, STk(t), and
duration, DUk(t), sequences as discussed in Section . Converting the raw data
into STk(t) and DUk(t) for each activity, k, will summarise the data and present
them in a compact format. In the second stage, these sequences are fuzzified.
Knowing the exact time (in seconds or even minutes) for the start-time and
duration of an activity would not be very significant. For example if an office
worker is usually come to his/her office early morning, then this information
should be enough to create a user profile without specifying the exact time every
day. Therefore, in order to manipulate categorical data rather than numerical
data, STk(t) and DUk(t) for all sensor readings are replaced by their membership
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(a) Start Time (hour)
(b) Duration (minutes)
(c) Duration (minutes)
Figure 6.1: Fuzzy partitions a) start time for all events b) duration for chair
occupancy c) duration for PC activities.
in several fuzzy sets.
Time of the day is split into m = 7 overlapping fuzzy sets, S˜i, i = 1, ...,m.
They are S˜1: EarlyMorning, S˜2: Morning, S˜3: LateMorning, S˜4: EarlyAfternoon,
S˜5: Afternoon, S˜6: LateAfternoon, S˜7: Evening. Fuzzy partition for STk(t) is
shown in Figure 6.1-a.
Duration of events is fuzzified on an event basis. Working in front of a PC for
a “short time” is not the same as opening the window for a “short time”. Figure
6.1-b and Figure 6.1-c illustrate fuzzy values for duration of chair occupancy and
PC activities respectively. For all events, duration is split into n = 5 overlapping
fuzzy sets, D˜j, j = 1, ..., n. They are D˜1: VeryShort, D˜2: Short, D˜3: Medium,
D˜4: Long, D˜5: VeryLong.
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The degree of membership, µ (which is the degree to which the event satisfies
the STk(t) and DUk(t) fuzzy labels) are calculated and these grades will be used
to create a profile for a user.
6.3 User’s Fuzzy Characteristics
Start time and duration of each event are represented in membership values for
all fuzzy labels. Therefore for each event, two arrays of membership values for
STk(t) and DUk(t) are produced.
[µS˜i ] and [µD˜j ], for i = 1, . . .m; j = 1, . . . n (6.1)
Fuzzy values collected for a sensor are combined to form a matrix of member-
ship values. For example all events related to the occupancy sensor are fuzzified
and two matrices of fuzzy values for start time and duration are generated. This
is summarised in the following expression:
Σk =

µS˜11 . . . µS˜1i . . . µS˜1m
µS˜21 . . . µS˜2i . . . µS˜2m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
µS˜p1 . . . µS˜
p
i
. . . µS˜pm

k
(6.2)
∆k =

µD˜11 . . . µD˜1j . . . µD˜1n
µD˜21 . . . µD˜2j . . . µD˜2n
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
µD˜p1 . . . µD˜
p
j
. . . µD˜pn

k
(6.3)
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where p the total number of occurrences for a specific sensor, k. Each row of the
matrix Σp×m and ∆p×n are membership values for start time and duration of and
event respectively. Number of rows very much depends on the activity and the
user profile.
To create a user profile based on each activity, it is recommend to create a
fuzzy characteristics matrix, Φ:
Φk = Σ
T
k ×∆k (6.4)
where Φk is a n×m matrix and this can be generated for all events and activities.
The observation of collected data shows that worker’s behaviour patterns are
not fixed and may vary on different days of the week; depending on the nature
of the work. Figure 6.2 shows a sample of activity’s duration over three weeks
for User #2. The solid lines show the daily moving average for the same dataset.
The worker clearly has different patterns on different days of the week. Therefore,
the coarse profile only considers the average in order to provide the first stage of
modelling. There will be some seasonal changes; therefore, that pattern of work
may vary during summer and winter.
To illustrate the previously discussed concept of a fuzzy characteristics ma-
trix, the room occupancy of a user was considered for two separate days. The
occupancy sensor was activated and deactivated many times during these work-
ing days. Fuzzy characteristic matrices are created for both days, using the
data shown in Figure 6.3. In order to visualise these profile matrices, they are
displayed using scatter plots. Figure 6.4 compares the worker’s behaviour; em-
phasising dominant patterns and clearly differentiating between different patterns
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Figure 6.2: Sample of activities duration of User #2 over three weeks for a) office
occupancy, b) lighting, c) chair occupancy, and d) computer usage.
Figure 6.3: Sensor activities for User #2 on a) Monday, b) Tuesday, and c)
Wednesday.
of use.
In these plots, the size of the circle represents the likelihood of that activity
occurring at the specified start time and the duration for that day of the week.
Different colours are used to represent the different activities of the user. For
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plot for fuzzy characteristics matrix a) Office occupancy for
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, b) Lighting for Tuesday and Wednesday, c)
between Lighting and Computer, and d) Computer for Monday and Tuesday.
example, the results obtained from the comparison between lighting and computer
usage on Monday are shown in Figure 6.4-c. In this figure, the user’s activities
for light usage and computer usage have similar durations at S1: EarlyMorning,
S2: Morning, S3: LateMorning, S5: Afternoon, and S6: LateAfternoon. However,
different durations appear at S4: EarlyAfternoon, where the user used a computer
for a long duration, without using light usage on Monday.
In the next section, activity recognition will be discussed to identify the ac-
tivity of an office worker; whether the user’s activities are in the office or out of
the office, during a typical working day.
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Figure 6.5: The events flow hierarchy of an event-driven model to discover user’s
activities in an office environment.
6.4 Activity Recognition
In order to identify ADW of an office worker, it is important to distinguish be-
tween the time the office is occupied and unoccupied. It is also important to
distinguish if the office is unoccupied due to breaks/out-of-office duties, and the
time that the office is unoccupied due to leaving at the end of the work day. This
can include the time that the user spends on out of the office to perform duties
such as teaching, meetings, etc. An event driven approach is applied to guide
transitions, where events are used to indicate a certain scenario of a worker’s
activity.
6.4.1 An Event-Driven Approach
The events flow of an office worker is presented in a hierarchy diagram. Figure
6.5 shows the hierarchy of events flow for an individual office worker. In order to
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define the event of user’s activity, the input, output and parent of an event are
specified. Secondly, the events flow is determined based on a worker’s ADW in
the office and out of the office. The main event is separated into two separate
events of IN OFFICE and OUT OF OFFICE.
Based on the information gathered from the occupancy sensor (PIR) , the
event will be determined. These two events hold many other events based on the
conditions of other sensors.
Sensor conditions are used to control the event sequence in a transition within
an event driven model. In addition to sensor conditions, three temporal variables
are also defined. They are; Time Lapse, Start Time and Working Time. Time
Lapse is defined as an interval of time where a worker is out of the office. It
starts when the worker leaves the office and ends when the worker returns. A
variable of Start Time is used to indicate when the worker leaves the office and
returns based on time partitions (e.g. morning, afternoon, evening). The variable
of Working Time is divided into three categories i.e. before start work, working
and finish work. It indicates the period of time that an individual worker arrives
Table 6.1: Temporal variable’s values and ranges for activities recognition model.
Temporal Variable Value/Range
Time Lapse T LAPSE = { V ery Short=1, Short=2, Medium=3, Long=4, V ery Long=5
Start Time S TIME =

Early Morning(EM); IF 7.00 AM< EM <8.30 AM
Morning(M); IF 8.30 AM< M <10.30 AM
Late Morning(LM); IF 10.30 AM< LM <12.00 PM
Early Afternoon(EA); IF 12.00 PM< EA <13.00 PM
Afternoon(A); IF 13.00 PM< A <15.00 PM
Late Afternoon(LA); IF 15.00 PM< LA <17.00 PM
Evening(E); IF 17.00 PM< E <19.00 PM
Working Time W TIME =

Before Arrival= 1; IF T imePIRi < start of W TIME
Working= 2; IF (T imePIRi >= start of W TIME)
AND (T imePIRi <= end of W TIME)
After Departure= 3; IF T imePIRi > end of W TIME
where, T imePIRi is the time of PIR’s sensor is activated, and i=1,2,...,n.
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and departs from the office.
Since worker activity and the real time are recorded by an intelligent office
environment system, the granularity of temporal variables are generated using
statistical algorithms based on office occupancy signals from the PIR sensor.
A worker’s ADW patterns are not fixed and they may vary on different days
of a week depending on the nature of the work. The values of time lapse are
constructed using the semi-interquartile range [78]. Based on previous work in
Section 6.3, start time is divided into 7 partitions, working time is divided into 3
partitions and time lapse is divided into 5 partitions. A working time is defined
as the interval between the arrival and departure times of the worker to the
office. These times are detected by office occupancy recorded from a PIR sensor.
The statistical algorithms provided the following data outputs for the temporal
variables values as shown in Table 6.1.
A set of heuristic If-Then rules is applied to control the transition of events for
event-driven activity recognition. An algorithm consists of the rules to determine
the event’s transition of worker’s activities based on sensory signals. The sensory
signals and temporal variables are used as the antecedence part of the rules, where
the consequence part are expressed as a sequence pattern of X as shown below
with indicated possible values.
X = {HOME,DUTIES, SHORT BREAK,LUNCH,PC OFF, PC ON}
Linguistic rules are listed below:
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1. IF S PIRi = 0 AND (W TIME = 1 OR W TIME = 3) THEN X =
HOME.
2. IF S PIRi = 0 ANDW TIME = 2 AND S TIME > 0 AND ((T LAPSE =
4 OR T LAPSE = 5) THEN X = DUTIES.
3. IF S PIRi = 0 AND W TIME = 2 AND T LAPSE = 3 AND
S TIME = 3 THEN X = LUNCH
4. IF S PIRi = 0 ANDW TIME = 2 AND S TIME > 0 AND ((T LAPSE =
1 OR T LAPSE = 2) THEN X = SHORT BREAK.
5. IF S PCi = 1 THEN X = PC ON .
6. IF S PCi = 0 THEN X = PC OFF .
7. IF S Lighti = 1 THEN X = LIGHT ON .
8. IF S Lighti = 0 THEN X = LIGHT OFF .
where S PIRi represents office occupancy from PIR sensor, S Lighti represents
light sensor and S PCi represents computer sensor. Subscript i denoted the time
in the sequence of data set. A temporal variable is denoted such as W TIME
for working time, S TIME for start time and T LAPSE for time lapse.
A time lapse variable is used to determine events when an office is not occu-
pied. This is represented as DUTIES for out of office duties, SHORT BREAK
for a short break and LUNCH for lunch period. For example, if S PIR = 0,
then OUT state is activated. The destination of transition is determined by
W TIME = 1, W TIME = 2 and W TIME = 3. If W TIME = 2 is true, the
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transition to WORKING state is valid. In this state, the destinations of transi-
tions are determined by T LAPSE. If T LAPSE = 2 and S TIME = 3 is true,
the transition is to LUNCH. The LUNCH state will be active until S PIR = 1,
where a worker has entered back to the office. Temporal variables are used to
determine whether the worker has gone home, having a short break, on lunch
break or is performing out of duties.
6.4.2 Implementation and Results
To test and validate our approach to recognise an office worker’s activities, col-
lected data from our experimental offices are initially annotated [168, 169]. A
sample of user annotated records and validation results are shown in Appendix
F. Annotation of the collected data will help to understand the relationship be-
tween the raw data and the actual activity. The rules generated from the sensory
data are compared against the actual activity.
Sensor based activity recognition using an event-driven and If-Then rules ap-
proach have demonstrated success in tracking the activities of a worker during
working days. Data set D5 of User #2 is used. Based on annotation of ADW from
User #2, the activity pattern is shown in Figure 6.6-a. Figure 6.6-b represents
the output activity patterns of the same user recognised by developed model. The
dashed line is used to divide occupancy into two parts: the occupied office part
and unoccupied office part. The worker clearly has different patterns on different
days. The proposed activity recognition system is able to discover patterns for a
worker’s activities such as short break, lunch and out of office duties.
Output of this model are used to describe a user’s profile and pattern of
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.6: Samples of activities patterns based on a) user’s annotation b) user’s
activity model gathered from sensory devices.
computer usage. Comparing the PC activities with the recognition signal, it is
possible to identify periods when the PC could have been switched off. With an
accuracy of 91%, the recognition model has identified the PC activities. However,
the accuracy will be even better if the recognition signal is compared with PIR
signal. This could be up to 99% accuracy. More details of the validation of
activity recognition for users’ behaviour are presented in Appendix F.
Hence the proposed methods recognise a user’s activity and computer usage
pattern from sensory data such as PIR and PC. Figure 6.7-a shows the patterns
comparing between occupancy, computer usage and a user’s activity. The model
of activity recognition are used to discover a worker’s activities and describe a
pattern of lighting or radiator usage by replacing the PC’s sensor with light sensor
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Samples of patterns for a) user’s activity, office occupancy and com-
puter usage b) user’s activity, office occupancy and lighting usage.
or heater temperature sensor as the input of the model. Figure 6.7-b compares
the patterns between occupancy, lighting usage and a user’s activity.
Further investigations are conducted to identify a worker’s activity and pat-
tern of power usage. Detailed investigation of results in Figure 6.7 found that,
after a user leaves the office, the computer and lighting are still powered on for
around five to fifteen minutes. In Figure 6.7, the trace lines show the unneces-
sary operation of computer and lighting; NC1, NC2 and NC3 are unnecessary
operations of computer, while NL1, NL2 and NL3 are unnecessary operations of
Table 6.2: The estimation of a user’s power consumption of computer and lighting
in an office for a day.
Computer Power Usage Lighting Power Usage
Total/day NC1 NC2 NC3 Total/day NL1 NL2 NL3
Use
office(hour) 3.57 0.1222 0.0611 0.1167 3.97 0.1833 0.0611 0.1056
Power
used(KWh)
1.178 0.0403 0.0202 0.0385 0.3811 0.0176 0.0590 0.0101
Unnecessary 0.1 KWh 0.08 KWh
Information: Computer = 300 Watt
Monitor=30 Watt
Lighting= 24 Watt × 4 units
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lighting detected when a user leaves the office. Table 6.2 provides the results of
power consumption measurements based on the results presented in Figure 6.7.
The results of the estimation measurements on computer power usage for a day
is 1.178 KWh, and the power consumption of computer that is identified as un-
necessary reached 0.1 KWh. The lighting power usage for a day is 0.3811 KWh,
and the power consumption of lighting that is identified as unnecessary reached
0.08 KWh.
To take into account the uncertainty involved in detection of partitions, in
the next section a fuzzy If-Then rule approach will be investigated.
6.5 Fuzzy Inference System Approach in Activ-
ity Recognition
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is used to give flexibility to the definition of time
in quantifying the activity of a worker. The development of worker activity
recognition using FIS requires the two important elements of a justifying fuzzy
variable design and fuzzy rules based on the observation of a worker’s activity
data.
The following fuzzy variables are identified:
• Sensors: The sensor’s values indicate office occupancy, chair sensor, and
PC monitoring software, and are presented in ’ON’ and ’OFF’ stages, con-
tinuously over a period of time.
• Start time: Time of the day is split into m = 7 overlapping fuzzy values.
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• Time-lapse: Time-lapse are durations where a user takes time to perform
activities out of the office during a working hour. Time-lapse is the duration
when the PIR sensor is inactive. The fuzzy membership function for the
time lapse is constructed based on a calculation, using semi-interquartile
range according to distribution data of an inactive occupancy sensor and
has five symbols. Given the 25th percentile q1, median q2, 75
th percentile q3
and interquartile range IRQ=(q3−q1) of data, each µF is calculated.
• Working time: Working time is a measure of the length of time between
when the worker arrives at and departures from the office.
Using the data for two sensors (e.g. PIR and PC) combined with three tem-
poral variables, the rules can be simplified as follows:
Rule k1: IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Before
start AND Start Time is Early morning, THEN activity is Home.
Rule k2: IF PIR is Active AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Working
AND Start Time is Morning, THEN activity is Not use PC.
Rule k3: IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Active AND Working Time is Working
AND Start Time is Morning, THEN activity is Use PC.
Rule k4: IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Before
start AND Time Lapse is Short AND Start Time is Morning, THEN activity is
Short break.
Rule k4: IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Before start
AND Time Lapse is Long AND Start Time is Morning, THEN activity is Out of
office duties.
...
...
...
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Rule ki:IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Before start
AND Time Lapse is Medium AND Start Time is Early Afternoon, THEN activity is
Lunch.
...
...
...
Rule kn: IF PIR is Inactive AND PC is Inactive AND Working Time is Left office
AND, THEN activity is Out of office duties.
Possibility distribution inference [170] is applied to approximate the fuzzy
activity pattern. The possibility distribution of the output value y can be inferred
using the following equations:
y =
∑k
k=1 W
kµk∑k
k=1W
k
(6.5)
where
W k =
∏
j
Akj (Xj) (6.6)
The symbol Akj (xj) means the membership function of fuzzy variables, such as
Akpir (xpir), A
k
chair (xchair) ,A
k
pc (xpc) , A
k
working−time (xworking−time), A
k
time−lapse (xtime−lapse)
and Akstart−time (xstart−time). The symbol k is the number of fuzzy rule, W
k is the
Table 6.3: Fuzzy symbols in consequent part and output value µk
Consequent Meaning of Value
Part User Activity of µk
H At Home or going home 0
OD Out of office duties 1
L Lunch 2
S Short break 3
NC Not use computer 4
C Using computer 5
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degree of confidence of rule Rk, µ
k is the output value from the rule Rk and
y is given by the weighted average of all Rk output. Table 6.3 shows the out-
put value µk from the rule Rk for consequence part with inference output value
y (0 ≤ y ≤ 5).
6.5.1 Fuzzy Activity Recognition
In order to deal with the temporal data of a worker’s activity, a fuzzy activity
recognition model is constructed. In the first step of to create the FIS, each input
variable is fuzzified using linguistic values. The next step is to calculate the fuzzy
output and defuzzify it by the calculating the centroid. The output is determined
by the range from output Membership Function (µF) corresponding to each of
the six possible events of the worker’s activity.
(a) µF of PIR (b) µF of PC (c) µF of any binary sen-
sor
Figure 6.8: The membership functions for active and inactive normalised input
values for sensory variables a) PIR, b) PC, and c) any binary sensor.
The µF of input variables for sensors is defined as shown in Figure 6.8. In
fact, the chair’s sensor data is used to backup the PIR sensor to identify either a
worker in office or out of office.
A worker’s activity is dynamic and always changing. Therefore, it is important
to identify the user’s activity based on time. The seven fuzzy partitions for start
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(a) Start time
(b) Working time (c) Time lapse
(d) User activity
Figure 6.9: The membership functions for a) Start time, b) Working time, c)
Time lapse, and d) User activity.
time are shown in Figure 6.9-a. Based on office occupancy data, the working
time (start and finish work a day) of a user are determined using a statistical
calculation. Figure 6.9-b shows µFs of working time for a worker. Time lapse has
five µFs , and the coordinates of each µF for five normalized input values of time
lapse are shown in Figure 6.9-c. Meanwhile, Figure 6.9-d shows the membership
functions of six events of a worker’s activity.
The final FIS is created using Fuzzy Toolbox of MATLAB software package.
Figure 6.10) show a schematic diagram of the the inference system for an office
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Figure 6.10: Block diagram of a fuzzy activity recognition system for a single
office worker.
worker in intelligent office environments. This model consists of six fuzzy input
variables, one fuzzy output variable and forty-four fuzzy rules.
6.5.2 Implementation and Results
The Activity of Daily Working (ADW) from data set D5 of User #2 for two
different days are used. The results obtained from fuzzy activity recognition
are shown in Figure 6.11-a. The graphs show that the patterns of fuzzy user
activity are different in shape, compared to the output pattern of an event-driven
model. The shape is different because the fuzzy sets in the defuzzification process
converted a fuzzy quantity into crisp output values. In the defuzzification process,
crisp output values are computed for the fuzzy output variable by aggregating
consequence of all activated rules.
Figure 6.11-b compares in detail two curves belonging to the two different
days of a user’s activities. The fuzzy shapes represent performance of an activity
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(a) A fuzzy user activity patterns
(b) The fuzzy curves of user activities
Figure 6.11: Fuzzy activity patterns a) comparing activities for two different days,
b) Similar activities in slightly different time.
based on time. As indicated in Figure 6.11-b, arrows show the fuzzy levels of a
user’s activities are different, resulting from a start time of arrival at the office of
a user on day B that is executed earlier (i.e., the user’s arrival at the office) than
the start working time on day A.
6.6 Discussion
This chapter has given an account of enhanced user profiling using fuzzy char-
acteristic matrix. A fuzzy characteristic matrix is to summarise the activities of
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an office worker based on data collection from sensor network. This technique
is undertaken to design fuzzy ambient intelligence for intelligent office environ-
ments. A user activity is clustered into fuzzy partitions based on start time and
duration. The experimental results in Figure 6.4 shows that activities of a user
can be presented in matrix format. The size of circle presented the likelihood of
the activity occurrence for specific time, duration and day. From these results, it
can be concluded that a fuzzy characteristic matrix enhances our understanding
of activities and provides additional information of individual user profiling.
The computational intelligence and pervasive sensing technology offered op-
portunities to design ambient intelligence for office environment. To optimise the
energy consumption of computer and lighting in the office, ADW of an academic
office worker must be identified from start to finish. The activity recognition
using an event-driven model and fuzzy inference system has the capability to
identify the activity of an office worker whether this activity is in the office or out
of the office during a typical working day. With this capability, a user activity
can be tracked and classified into six categories such as use PC/lighting, not use
PC/lighting, short break, lunch break, out of office duties and home. The exper-
iments shows that the proposed activity recognition models are able to identify
six categories of user’s activity with accuracy of more than 90%. The results
obtained from the output of activity recognition are shown in Figure 6.7, it is
apparent from the graphs that, unnecessary energy usage of computer and light-
ing are detected when a user leaves the office. The experimental results shown in
Table 6.2 indicated that power consumption by a user for a day that is identified
as unnecessary reached 0.099 KWh of computer usage and 0.087 KWh of lighting.
In order to deal with the flexibility and tolerance of activity recognition with
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user behaviour, a fuzzy inference system is developed which can identify user
activities. The findings in this chapter have important implications for developing
an office environmental control to archive energy efficiency that responds to a
worker behaviour.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 Summary
This research presents a novel contribution to the development of intelligent office
environments. It was undertaken to investigate the ambient and computational
intelligence in a smart office environment which can be applied to discover the
Activities of Daily Working (ADW) for an office worker, measure the ambient
conditions and observe office conditions. The results of this research indicate
the pattern of workers’ ADW, and the ambience and energy of the office. These
variables are the most important roles for the corresponding energy usage be-
haviour and for constructing the individual user profile. Based on these results,
the user profile can enhance our understanding of improved environmental con-
trols in the intelligent office. In addition to the construction of a user profile,
the information that is collected based on the ADW of the worker, ambience and
energy of the office become important practical variables in data analysis and
mining to identify different user profiles. The proposed individual user profile of
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an office worker comprises routine activities, consistency of office usage and the
user’s ambient condition preferences. The individual user profiling can be used
to automatically adjust the office environment in line with the individual users
profile, thus optimising the energy used and improving the office worker’s comfort
and productivity.
The aim of this research is to profile user activities in office environments in
order to improve energy usage and user satisfaction with their working condi-
tions. The real user’s activities and ambient conditions in an office environment
are monitored using non-intrusive sensors (magnetic door/window sensors, light
dependent resistors, Passive Infra-red Motion Sensors, chair pressure pads, tem-
perature and humidity) and a pc monitoring application over a period of time.
Therefore, the research was conducted to develop a data collection system, apply
the appropriate data mining techniques to construct the individual profile signa-
ture representing the individual ADW, and improve to provide a better summary
and identification of the worker’s behaviour.
Initially, the research was directed to investigate the requirements for the de-
velopment of an appropriate monitoring system and the suitability of a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) to measure all parameters with minimum interference
with the worker’s activities. The data was collected from different office workers
using WSN in the real environments of single offices representing the working ac-
tivities of academic staff. The collected data was gathered into a central database
and converted into another format to make it more understandable with regard
to the worker’s ADW and office environment conditions. The collected data on
activities from different single office environments was presented in a binary for-
mat, and the ambient data was presented in an analog format. The different
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sensor measurements were combined and presented challenges for data analysis.
Therefore, the challenges of integrating different types of sensors and data rep-
resentation have been widely investigated. Based on the final data format, the
data was presented in event data format, start time-duration format and database
format which included date, time, sensor ID, and number of offices/users. The
empirical results from these formats provided the capability to reduce the capac-
ity of the database to record data for longer periods of monitoring, and support
in applying analysis techniques for further research purposes.
Secondly, using the low level information gathered from the office environ-
ment, the data based on ADW and ambient conditions were analysed using sta-
tistical analysis, and mined using distance measures. In an attempt to construct
the individual user profiles, different techniques including Approximate Entropy
(ApEn), Cronbach’s α and different similarity measures were employed to quan-
tify the worker’s behaviour. The results demonstrated that the chaos level and
consistency of a users activities can be determined over a period of time by ApEn
and Cronbach’s α analysis. ApEn and Cronbach’s α analysis provided additional
characteristics of workers for the identification of different user profiles. Also,
the routine arrival and departure times from the office and the user’s thermal
comfort level were investigated as a worker’s preferences. In addition to pattern
extraction, other statistical methods such as moving average, duration average
and total number of changes were used to compare different worker’s activities
over a day/week/month to accurately understand the behavioural pattern of a
worker. Different similarity measures were employed to investigate a similarity
mining pattern in office worker behaviour. Both linear and non-linear similarity
measures, including Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), were investigated to gener-
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ate the classification of user patterns and subsequently to categorise activities for
subsequent energy and comfort optimisation. The integration between DTW and
an algorithm of behavioural changes identification was proposed to identify the
behavioural changes of a worker over a period of time. Based on the similarity
pattern results, the ADW of an office worker can be discovered to distinguish the
regular behaviour that naturally occurs in a worker’s work routine.
Finally, in order to enhance user profiling, the challenges of employing soft
computing techniques to create a more specific user characteristic over time were
widely investigated. A new characteristic presentation of a worker’s activities us-
ing a fuzzy characteristic matrix was proposed. The fuzzy characteristic matrix
was used to present an activity of office workers for a specific start time and the
duration for a day of the week. In the university’s office environment, office users
in this study could be seen in instances of lecturing and management schedules
that had them displaying intermittent office use. Therefore, different soft com-
puting techniques, including an event-driven and a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS),
were investigated in order to recognise a worker’s activities during times when
the office is occupied and unoccupied for a workday. The experimental results
demonstrated that the accuracy of the activity recognition models was more than
90 %, and the models were capable of recognising the ADW of a worker and were
able to classify them into six categories (home, lunch, short break, out of office
duties, not use computer/lighting and use computer/lighting). The significant
results of these models for activity recognition were highlighted by their capabil-
ity to apply sensory signals for the identification of patterns for office workers’
behaviour and office power usage.
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7.2 Concluding Remarks
This thesis attempts to generate a classification of user patterns and subsequently
to categorise activities for subsequent energy and comfort optimisation. Conclu-
sions for the proposed solutions of the project are explained below:
7.2.1 Data Acquisition and Collection in Intelligent Office
Environments
The focus of the research was the office environment. The main part of the investi-
gation was to understand an office workers’ behaviour for improved environmental
control in the intelligent office environment. The office workers’ comfort, office
energy efficiency and worker productivity in an office environment can depend on
the temperature, ventilation and lighting. Therefore, the intelligent office envi-
ronment was proposed as shown in Figure 3.1 where the three important aspects
such as the ADW of a worker, the ambient conditions and energy usage of the
office were monitored and investigated. The acquisition and collection of data
were carried out by WSN and consisted of sensor-based activity recognition; sen-
sor based environmental monitoring and a central database. The experimental
setup was conducted at the Computing and Informatics Building, Clifton Cam-
pus, Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, UK. The results of the collected
data provided the information for analysing and recognising the patterns of office
workers’ behaviour, ambient conditions and energy usage.
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7.2.2 Data Representation and Visualization
The experimental office was set up as discussed in Chapter 3. It collected longer
logging sequences from different offices with the academic staff volunteers. Differ-
ent data representation techniques such as binary time series, analog time series
and start-time and duration techniques were applied to represent the ADW of
office workers, ambient conditions and power usage. The results of this data
representation were successful in converting the large binary/analog sensors data
sets to a simple and more meaningful format. Therefore, the formats produced by
these data representation techniques can assist to analyse and identify patterns
of ADW, ambient conditions and power usage. Also, the data collected from the
real environment was used to guide the development of an office simulator. The
simulator was created to generate large sensory signals which represent different
activities and occupancy of the office environment. It was shown that the simu-
lator signals provided a test bed for the various algorithms which were needed to
assess and compare, and helped create an increasingly more sophisticated envi-
ronment.
7.2.3 Individual User Profiling Extraction
The research was comprehensive in discovering issues related to the user profiling
extraction and construction for office workers in an intelligent office environment.
The ADW of a worker, the ambient temperature and patterns of office use and
energy usage, the related aspects of office energy and comfort optimisation were
addressed properly in this research. The individual user profile was defined as
being associated with the user’s work habits and his/her preferences such as user
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routine activities, consistency of each user’s activity and user thermal comfort.
Therefore, this research particularly investigated the effectiveness of an ApEn
algorithm, a coefficient of internal consistency and both linear and non-linear
similarity measures to identify different individual user profiles in an intelligent
office environment.
The chaos levels of the workers’ activities over time (day, week or month)
were computed using an ApEn algorithm. Based on the results of the chaotic
worker activity obtained from the ApEn, it can be concluded that each office
worker has different routines of ADW. It can also be used to identify different
chaos levels and determine the predictable levels of the worker’s behaviour. The
duration movement pattern of the ADW was used as a parameter to measure the
internal consistency, while the Cronbach’s α was used to determine the level of
consistency for the worker’s activities based on a range of 0 to 1, where, the value
of α is considered to be satisfactory consistency at α > 0.5, while alpha values
above 0.7 indicate extremely high consistency [158]. In addition to identifying
the different user profiles, the moving average was used to determine the thermal
comfort of each worker. As discussed in Chapter 5, the real data (D4, D5 and
D6) was used to generate a classification of user profiles as shown in Table 5.5.
The experimental results showed that the extraction techniques (see in Table
5.6) succeeded in producing and identifying different individual user profiles in
representing the ADW of workers in the intelligent office environment.
To identify similarities or dissimilarities between different worker’s ADW and
also to compare the user’s behaviour across different days/weeks it is important
to investigate different measures which could accurately represent the relationship
between days and users. In this research, some linear similarity measures have
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been investigated along with dynamic time warping to measure the similarity
of activities in office environments. The results of this investigation show that
the degree of normal and abnormal activities of the user between different days
and different users can be measured using the Jaccard similarity measure, Gower
and Legendre, Hamming Distance and dynamic time warping. In addition, the
similarities or dissimilarities of the workers’ activities are related to the energy
use behaviour of the worker while working in an office environment. The Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) was used to measure the degree of the relationship
between different similarities of the worker’s activities. Based on the results,
the empirical findings provided the relationship model for obtaining estimates of
the user’s behaviour based on energy usage. It was shown that the relationship
models (see in Figure 5.12) based on daily/weekly similarities observations can
assist the environmental control to learn the energy use behaviour of a worker
while working in an office environment.
The research was undertaken to generate a classification of user patterns,
categorise activities for subsequent energy optimisation and identify a worker’s
behavioural change over time. Different techniques, including hierarchical clus-
tering, Principal Component Analysis and development algorithm of behaviour
changes identification were widely investigated. As discussed in Chapter 5, the
statistical experimental results based on the real data had clustered similarities
between different worker’s activities (see Figure 5.15) and detected the workers
behaviour based on time (see Figure 5.18-c). These techniques can be used to
generate a classification of an office worker pattern and subsequently categorise
activities for subsequent energy and comfort optimisation.
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7.2.4 Enhance Extraction and Identification of ADW
In this study, methods of describing the behaviour of an office user have been
explored using fuzzy values. It appears to effectively summarise the ADW of an
office worker more specifically from the start time and for the duration of that
day of the week. The profile matrix is presented as fuzzy values which indicate
the likelihood of a sequence of activities. The findings from this technique will
serve as a basis for future studies for the control of office environments based on
a simple profiling from fuzzy user characteristics.
The idea of ADW identification in single office environments was extended
by activity recognition. The identification of behaviour over time would also be
beneficial for identifying significant changes in office power usage, for example,
leaving the office to go to the toilet, lecturing, annual leave, etc. The activity
recognition models, which are event-driven and use a FIS, are proposed for the
recognition and categorisation of the ADW of a worker. The proposed models are
capable of identifying the worker’s activities during times when the office is occu-
pied and unoccupied for a workday. The activity recognition models were used to
uncover issues related to identifying the activities of a worker for subsequent en-
ergy and comfort optimisation. Based on the experimental results, it was proven
that an office worker’s activities in a workday can be classified into six categories
(home, lunch, short break, out of office duties, not use computer/lighting and use
computer/lighting) with an accuracy of more than 90 %.
7.3 Directions for Future Work
Further investigations could be carried out for future work as listed below:
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- There are a number of important parameters which need to be expanded
to generate an individual user profile for comfort optimisation rather than
only monitor thermal comfort based on office temperature and humidity. It
would be interesting to investigate the sensing of human effects (e.g. anxi-
ety, stress, blood pressure and breath rate) on office users in an office envi-
ronment. Physiological sensors [171] such as the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP)
to detect the blood pressure, the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) to detect
anxiety due to increased activity in the sweat glands, the Electromyography
(EMG), and the respiration sensor for diaphragmatic breathing monitoring
offer unprecedented opportunities to provide data continuously without in-
terfering with the user’s daily activities. More information on the physical
state or behaviour of an office user would help to extract a user profile which
can be used to assist the environmental control to automatically adjust the
office environment in line with the individual user profile, thus optimising
energy use and improving the office workers comfort and productivity.
- This study will enhance efforts for future studies in collecting the ADW data
from multiple office workers using a proposed data acquisition mechanism
and representing the multiple users profile in office building environments.
Also, further research into the prediction of real office users’ activities, am-
bient conditions and office power usage would be of great help in improving
the intelligent office system. With this capability, an environmental control
system can be applied to auto-adjust the energy and thermal comfort levels
based on the users’ preferences.
- Considerably more work will be required in order to provide efficient mon-
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itoring of office energy consumption and control of the office environment.
The current study has covered the development of data collection to mon-
itor the user’s ADW, user activity recognition, and the generation of user
profiles which are related to office energy and comfort optimisation. Future
studies will have to be directed toward the effective integration of the data
collection system, activity recognition system and individual user profiling
to the office environment control agents. This new concept may be intro-
duced into smart offices and can improve energy efficiency and comfort in
line with individual user profiles.
- It will be interesting to extend the work to develop Data Visualisation Sys-
tems to simulate and visualise the movement patterns of different office users
in different office environments. The model design will include the move-
ment patterns of the user, the office layout, the duration of time spent in
the office and the use of the computer/light/heater, and allow comparisons
with the previous user’s behaviour pattern or with other users behaviour
patterns in an office environment.
- The activity recognition models developed in this work could be extended
to detect human behaviour based on real time. For future planning, some
predictive algorithms could be investigated to recognize the ADW and to al-
low a combination with an activity recognition system to develop a personal
assistance system where the system works in the same way as a personal
secretary to assist office users to manage their work activities or to provide
information to others, such as the current or future user’s work activity in
an Enquiry System.
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Appendix A - Current Products
for Office Building Monitoring
Based on our survey, list of companies which provide necessary hardware and
software for office building monitoring are presented in this appendix. Table 1
lists hardware products for office building monitoring applications and Table 2
lists software products for office building monitoring applications.
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Table 1: Hardware products for office building monitoring applications.
Company Technology Application
Human Recognition System HRS which is integrating bio- The system that can verify, monitor,
www.hrsid.com metric and behavioural analytic report and alert on people movement
technology to increase security and improve opera-
tional effort.
Trend Control System IQ ASSURED is structured pro- To review, monitor, optimise and
www.trendcontrols.com gram for Building Energy Man- demonstrate of building energy con-
agement System (BEMS). sumption.
Resource Data Building Management System To reduce energy consumption and
Management Ltd. (BMS) cost.
www.resourcedm.com
SKC Inc. QUESTempo 36 is Datalogging To retrieve, report, share, store data
www.skcinc.com Monitor includes sensors and collected for indoor thermal building
able to link with Detection Man- comfort monitoring.
agement Software (DMS).
LumaSense Thermal Comfort Datalogger- Measuring of all physical parameters
technologies Inc. INNOVA is connected to a PC necessary to evaluate heat stress and
www.lumasenseinc.com and work with the application thermal comfort.
software INNOVA 7701.
OKI Ultra-sensitive Human-detecting Currently seeking to apply this technol-
www.oki.com Sensor Technology ogy to areas ranging from security to
the monitoring of elderly or people re-
quiring long-term care.
OWL The OWL Z-Smart In Home Dis- To control and monitor electricity us-
www.theowl.com play uses the Zigbee Smart En- age.
ergy standard.
SourceSecurity.com Sight-sensor thermal cameras de- The solution is a hands-free, auto track-
www.sourcesecurity.com tect intrusions and auto-steer ing PTZ controller that automatically
Pantiltzoom (PTZ) using Sight- zooms a PTZ to follow an intruder in
tracker real time.
Schneider Electric Using PowerLogic ION EEM To extends the benefit of existing
www.powerlogic.com energy-related data resources.
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Table 2: Software products for office building monitoring applications.
Company Software Technology Application
BizEE Software Ltd. Energy Lens is Energy Manage- Tool for charting and analysing energy
www.energylens.com ment Software (EMS) consumption.
eSight Energy Group Ltd. Ltd.www.esightenergy.com To collate, manage and monitor all
www.esightenergy.com eSight Energys eSight M&T or aspects of energy and building-related
EMS (Monitoring and Targeting data in a single system
or Energy Management System)
Parc Tecnologic Barcelona DEXCell Energy Manager is an To monitoring, analysis, alarming, re-
www.dexmatech.com online software porting and awareness, compatible
with all types of meters (electricity,
heat,temperature, humidity, gas and
water).
Hunter Engineering METERology is an engineered To profile, analysis, summarise and
Services solution for monitoring all en- compare the building’s energy.
Ltd.:www.meterology.co.uk ergy meters through the web ap-
plication
Aussie Home Energy Web Portals For Home Electric- To monitor solar PV and power usage.
aussiehomeenergy.com.au ity Monitors.
Open source OpenEnergyMonitor is open- To visualise, log and process energy
openenergymonitor.org source energy monitoring tools data with a powerful open source web.
EG Energy Controls The Energy Surveillance System It is allows you to compare energy usage
www.egenergy.com (ESS) is a energy monitoring sys- by equipment type, store location, fuel
tem that is web based. type or time of day.
Carbonetix
www.carbonrealtime.com.au Monitor Energy Use With Car- To monitor energy use of real-time for
bon Real-Time Energy Monitor- electric usage and ambient tempera-
ing Software ture.
Energy Auditing Agency The TEAM Sigma software is en- Database management, sharing infor-
www.teamenergy.com ergy monitoring and targeting mation, analysis and etc..
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Appendix B - Sensor Types
Description of the sensory devices employed in monitoring the experimental en-
vironment are illustrated in this appendix.
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Appendix C - Sensor Node
Devices
In order to integrate the sensor systems and the wireless communication devices,
PICAXE Connect AXE210 development board is used. Figure 1-a shows an
assembled board of AXE210. It can transmit and retrieve data through a XBee
communication modules. Figure 1-b shows that sensor node with XBee wireless
as PC interface is use transceiver SP3232E IC and a cable be connected between
a PC and jack connector on the board. The function of SP3232E IC is converts
signals from a serial port to signals suitable for use in TTL compatible digital
logic circuits.
Each board is controlled by a PICAXE micro-controller unit. Pinout configu-
ration of PICAXE micro-controller is shown in Figure 2-a. The main advantage
is that PICAXE-18X can be program easily using free software BASIC program-
ming editor (http://www.picaxe.com/Software) where it can use data out and
data input to respond to the reception or sending of data, such as wake up XBee
from sleep mode to transmit an information if received different value of data
compared previous data. PICAXE Programming Editor is BASIC programming
which is then downloaded into a PICAXE IC. The editor allows for creation of
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Figure 1: PICAXE Connect AXE210 a) Sensor board with XBee wireless for PC
interface, b) Sensor board with XBee wireless for PICAXE interface
(a) PICAXE-18X (b) SP3232E
Figure 2: Pictures and pinout configurations for a) PICAXE-18X and b) SP3232E
programs in a variety of ways inclusive of both way such flowchart and BASIC
programs.
Pinout configuration of SP3232E is shown in Figure 2-b as a dual driver
or receiver and conventionally to convert the RX, TX, CTS and RTS signals.
Therefore, the Xbee module is connected directly to serial port of the computer
via the SP3232E IC. While sensor node with XBee wireless as PICAXE interface
is use PICAXE IC and can be used for all data acquisition.
The PICAXE micro-controller contains 2048 Bytes of programmable flash
memory (up to 1800 lines of program), 512 Byte of static Random Access Memory
(RAM), and new lower down to 1.8 V operation makes ideal for use with 3
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Figure 3: Circuit diagram of AXE210 power circuit
V battery i.e. save the cost (http://www.picaxe.com/docs/picaxem2.pdf).
Actually, the PICAXE micro-controller ICs are currently being designed in six
different sizes, number of pins and come with two series (M2 and X2 series).
Table 1 shows the compared of the PICAXE’s micro-controller ICs.
The PICAXE AXE210 is designed to operate with a voltage of +5 V and
+9 V regulated. Two voltage regulators on the board such as a MCP1702-500
regulator provides the 5 V from power supply to ICs on 1702-330 provide 3.3
V to XBee module. The three batteries AA with 4.5 V enough to be used to
Table 1: Summary of the various PICAXE ICs.
PICAXE Type IC Size Memory (Lines) I/O Pins Outputs Inputs
PICAXE-08 8 40-110 5 1-4 1-4
PICAXE-08M 8 80-220 5 1-4 1-4
PICAXE-14M 14 80-220 13 5 6
PICAXE-18M 18 80-220 13 8 5
PICAXE-18X 18 600-1800 14 9 5
PICAXE-20M 20 80-220 18 8 8
PICAXE-20X2 20 1000-3200 18 1-17 1-17
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Figure 4: Circuit diagram of SP3232E IC to XBee module connection for PC
interface
supply power to PICAXE IC, SP3232E IC and XBee. The schematic diagram of
AXE210 board power circuit is shown in the Figure 3.
The PICAXE AXE210 connect board was designed to operate in two different
modes and the schematic for the respective mode are explained below:
1. PC interface (SP3232E IC inserted): The second mode of operation is where
an interface between the PICAXE AXE210 board and a computer is em-
ployed. Here, a SP3232E IC is put in place of the PICAXE IC and this
allows for transmitting and receiving from the computer and also allows
for configuration of the XBee module via a direct connection of the com-
puter’s serial port. The schematic diagram of SP3232E IC to XBee module
connection is shown in Figure 4.
2. PICAXE interface (PICAXE-18X IC inserted): The first mode is where it
creates an interface between the PICAXE micro-controller and the Xbee
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Figure 5: Circuit diagram of PICAXE to XBee module connection
module. This design of setup is employed at nodes where sensors have to
be connected to. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram for connection of
PICAXCE IC to XBee module. It can be seen from the schematic that
a standard set down format is employed during setting up these boards.
From the PICAXE IC, it can be seen that output pin 7 is linked connected
directly to the XBee transmit pin through jumper J1. Output pin 6 is
connected to the XBee sleep pin via jumper 4 and Input pin 7 is connected
to the Xbee receive pin. Utilizing the laid down connection standard, it can
be seen that data can be transmitted from the Xbee module via output pin
7 and data can be receive by the XBee module via input pin 7.
Since the PICAXE IC operates at 5 V, which is higher than the 3.3 V that
the XBee module operates in. It can be seen that a simple potential divider
arrangement is put in place to interface between the PICAXE IC and XBee
module.
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(a) Sensor node #1 (b) Sensor node #2
(c) Sensor node #3 (d) Sensor node #4
(e) Sensor node #5
Figure 6: The Circuit diagrams of sensors to PICAXE IC connection for a) Sensor
node #1, b) Sensor node #2, c)Sensor node #3, d)Sensor node #4 and e)Sensor
node #5
The mode PC interface is used for all data acquisition, while the mode PI-
CAXE interface is used as sensor node to collect data from sensor and then send
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it to coordinator. Although all sensory device do not get directly connected to the
PICAXE AXE210 board, a resistor is integrated into the connection between the
board and the sensor, it is to act as a form of protection to the sensor. For exam-
ple, Figure 6 shows that how to connect sensors such as DS18B20 temperature,
LDR, HIH 4000 humidity, pressure pad, magnetic switch and PIR to PICAXE
IC on an AXE210 board.
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Appendix D - Statistical Analysis
of Users’ Behaviour
Detailed statistical analysis of users’ behaviour are presented in this appendix.
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Table 1: Summary of statistical analysis results of data set D4. They are recorded
from 09 Jan 2012 to 01 April 2012.
Time in hours Weeks
Total /week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
D
o
o
r
Duration 7.552 7.574 5.850 4.135 3.381 1.771 4.117 6.055 2.700 2.845 5.266 3.958
Max 4.587 2.576 2.011 1.602 2.281 1.214 1.787 2.530 1.257 1.323 2.570 1.865
Min 0.220 0.558 0.469 0.206 0.193 0.041 0.034 0.092 0.176 0.008 0.250 0.005
Changes 139 156 172 194 233 174 139 189 178 100 110 55
Max 47 48 46 48 70 52 48 47 40 35 29 19
Min 5 10 22 22 28 12 12 32 11 2 24 2
Mean 0.066 0.037 0.025 0.019 0.014 0.006 0.014 0.023 0.027 0.017 0.027 0.057
Max 0.304 0.083 0.047 0.073 0.074 0.024 0.037 0.070 0.113 0.060 0.092 0.266
Min 0.012 0.019 0.013 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.010 0.003
O
c
c
u
p
a
n
c
y
Duration 14.26 32.41 8.67 27.73 11.57 11.89 3.87 22.30 23.28 31.78 20.84 7.73
Max 7.32 8.23 8.58 8.22 3.62 5.07 2.27 7.52 5.14 13.39 10.85 3.61
Min 0.00 2.90 0.01 1.90 0.70 0.02 0.03 1.78 4.06 0.02 0.28 0.03
Changes 6 14 1 29 66 51 24 72 105 84 117 62
Max 3 5 1 13 19 21 12 20 39 42 40 22
Min 1 1 1 1 6 5 1 10 2 6 4 10
Mean 1.375 2.215 1.226 1.905 0.109 0.115 0.052 0.248 0.193 0.379 0.096 0.052
Max 7.324 8.076 8.584 8.217 0.278 0.398 0.175 0.745 0.517 1.322 0.404 0.164
Min 0.054 0.573 8.584 0.127 0.077 0.077 0.024 0.103 0.018 0.113 0.019 0.055
L
ig
h
t
Duration 24.47 20.84 29.97 24.93 16.80 18.55 10.15 11.86 17.74 15.59 12.37 14.89
Max 6.85 6.28 6.91 7.31 6.77 7.77 7.62 6.96 6.60 6.21 7.05 6.61
Min 1.16 3.97 4.61 1.38 0.58 1.18 0.56 0.52 2.70 0.51 0.47 1.86
Changes 11 11 9 26 6 8 3 6 12 16 19 31
Max 4 4 2 15 2 3 1 3 4 6 8 10
Min 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
Mean 2.025 1.514 2.634 1.636 1.435 1.450 1.449 1.032 1.975 0.947 0.765 0.447
Max 6.706 6.260 6.915 3.653 3.384 4.771 7.625 2.320 6.604 3.107 3.523 1.186
Min 0.581 1.324 2.303 0.141 0.576 1.183 0.559 0.518 0.019 0.020 0.035 0.298
C
h
a
ir
Duration 3.96 10.01 0 7.00 6.48 7.84 2.10 12.12 8.21 3.15 4.28 3.71
Max 2.72 3.98 0 2.26 1.81 3.88 1.07 4.57 2.32 1.71 1.81 1.56
Min 0.14 0.06 0 0.34 0.28 0.34 0.02 0.70 1.37 0.06 0.32 0.34
Changes 14 33 0 42 62 43 19 41 62 25 44 30
Max 10 10 0 12 17 15 11 12 24 14 14 11
Min 1 1 0 4 3 4 8 5 6 1 5 3
Mean 0.200 0.197 0 0.117 0.064 0.091 0.031 0.231 0.116 0.049 0.049 0.066
Max 1.086 0.663 0 0.303 0.120 0.312 0.123 0.648 0.251 0.144 0.130 0.169
Min 0.046 0.061 0 0.063 0.061 0.083 0.092 0.097 0.059 0.033 0.033 0.036
C
o
m
p
u
te
r
Duration 10.26 14.62 8.15 10.99 10.24 11.01 4.12 34.86 25.26 30.55 23.64 8.26
Max 5.53 9.82 8.15 4.37 3.38 3.92 2.63 11.58 7.52 14.23 9.87 4.39
Min 4.73 0.72 8.15 0.63 0.20 1.29 1.49 1.81 3.52 4.65 1.31 0.31
Changes 11 18 1 16 19 11 6 46 55 16 22 17
Max 9 6 1 5 5 4 4 12 20 6 10 12
Min 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 6 4 2 2 1
Mean 0.471 0.373 1.226 0.249 0.201 0.290 0.077 0.316 0.244 1.452 0.228 0.126
Max 2.722 1.289 8.584 0.630 0.530 0.877 0.330 0.722 0.667 6.374 1.055 0.408
Min 0.573 0.265 8.584 0.180 0.110 0.181 0.209 0.123 0.125 0.317 0.119 0.232
W
in
d
o
w
Duration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Changes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 2: The summary of statistical analysis results of D5 recorded based on
User #2 activity in an office environment. This data has recorded from 09 Jan
2012 to 01 April 2012.
Time in hours Weeks
Total /week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
D
o
o
r
Duration 0.535 0.347 0.636 0.410 0.180 0.126 0.112 0.413 0.279 0.429 0.301 0.214
Max 0.321 0.091 0.303 0.155 0.057 0.048 0.044 0.246 0.093 0.221 0.139 0.073
Min 0.056 0.049 0.003 0.024 0.003 0.022 0.032 0.018 0.034 0.002 0.021 0.017
Changes 162 197 163 202 119 84 70 118 156 140 146 137
Max 48 43 56 52 39 32 30 37 36 52 43 42
Min 30 32 2 16 2 14 16 14 23 1 16 12
Mean 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
Max 0.007 0.002 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.012 0.003 0.008 0.003 0.002
Min 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
O
c
c
u
p
a
n
c
y
Duration 18.48 36.32 21.60 26.86 23.03 16.56 13.49 47.16 63.72 49.65 39.86 21.34
Max 6.60 9.97 6.87 9.77 7.83 6.00 6.66 12.97 17.58 14.18 12.11 6.99
Min 0.01 4.07 0.03 0.79 0.01 0.74 1.83 6.44 8.81 0.15 3.93 1.85
Changes 71 15 21 150 14 11 14 27 64 34 38 19
Max 33 5 13 58 5 3 6 12 22 10 23 5
Min 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 1
Mean 0.088 0.644 0.225 0.016 0.215 0.193 0.105 0.307 0.285 0.320 0.070 0.303
Max 0.414 1.505 1.000 0.038 0.556 0.793 0.549 0.600 1.083 1.020 0.169 0.625
Min 0.031 0.408 0.035 0.013 0.147 0.017 0.030 0.018 0.063 0.012 0.010 0.067
L
ig
h
t
Duration 24.42 29.90 28.85 35.49 29.78 20.91 13.83 30.43 32.54 29.83 30.04 31.99
Max 7.86 8.33 8.15 8.39 8.51 7.11 7.70 7.69 7.85 8.19 7.47 8.24
Min 5.08 5.84 0.44 3.33 0.29 2.16 6.13 3.55 4.75 6.74 4.32 5.31
Changes 12 12 13 12 22 11 30 23 33 26 41 37
Max 4 4 6 3 12 4 15 14 13 14 16 14
Min 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 3
Mean 1.290 1.648 2.186 3.382 2.495 1.247 1.000 2.682 1.551 2.389 3.015 0.751
Max 3.928 4.164 8.151 7.786 8.506 2.997 3.851 7.289 3.444 8.194 7.471 1.800
Min 1.271 1.461 0.439 1.664 0.252 0.538 0.040 0.034 0.026 0.088 0.030 0.424
C
h
a
ir
Duration 9.07 31.36 20.12 4.12 22.13 15.61 12.90 25.69 21.83 24.13 19.11 16.27
Max 4.73 9.87 6.72 3.04 7.57 5.42 6.51 6.35 6.34 6.85 5.67 6.54
Min 4.34 3.56 3.11 1.07 4.05 0.66 1.77 3.53 1.86 5.19 1.79 0.84
Changes 23 47 35 8 35 32 24 50 41 40 37 36
Max 12 15 11 7 12 13 13 17 16 12 11 11
Min 11 6 5 1 5 4 5 6 4 8 5 3
Mean 0.113 0.501 0.329 0.215 0.382 0.265 0.232 0.393 0.416 0.351 0.359 0.299
Max 0.430 1.233 0.621 1.072 0.918 0.696 0.768 0.728 0.810 0.757 0.593 0.594
Min 0.360 0.464 0.487 0.435 0.492 0.164 0.355 0.348 0.315 0.506 0.356 0.275
C
o
m
p
u
te
r
Duration 16.45 43.05 18.72 42.05 28.09 21.18 25.46 36.86 25.21 49.55 56.06 21.92
Max 5.93 19.05 6.62 21.44 7.81 10.12 7.69 11.34 8.25 21.12 15.51 8.89
Min 3.08 3.94 3.10 1.94 0.95 3.08 5.48 2.19 0.99 2.98 6.74 0.34
Changes 39 77 50 68 54 41 52 67 51 80 59 36
Max 11 29 24 17 17 18 19 21 17 27 16 12
Min 8 7 5 7 2 4 9 6 2 9 7 5
Mean 0.201 0.347 0.222 0.393 0.346 0.310 0.252 0.345 0.318 0.397 0.660 0.298
Max 0.476 0.608 0.559 1.597 0.661 1.149 0.517 0.845 0.599 1.307 1.532 0.648
Min 0.232 0.375 0.226 0.193 0.317 0.233 0.280 0.301 0.300 0.225 0.382 0.343
W
in
d
o
w
Duration 4.50 3.69 0.48 0.73 0.10 0.00 10.58 11.41 7.02 1.64 0.00 4.77
Max 1.87 2.51 0.33 0.57 0.10 0.00 8.13 4.90 4.60 1.59 0.00 2.12
Min 1.26 0.27 0.15 0.05 0.10 0.00 2.45 0.98 2.41 0.05 0.00 0.83
Changes 11 11 3 3 1 0 5 22 19 8 0 7
Max 5 7 2 1 1 0 4 15 12 7 0 3
Min 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1 0 2
Mean 0.192 0.177 0.058 0.105 0.014 0.000 0.640 0.766 0.104 0.040 0.000 0.297
Max 0.626 0.836 0.331 0.571 0.097 0.000 2.448 4.049 0.383 0.227 0.000 1.060
Min 0.342 0.130 0.077 0.045 0.097 0.000 2.032 0.244 0.345 0.052 0.000 0.413
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Table 3: The summary of statistical analysis results of D6 recorded based on
User #4 activity in an office environment. This data has recorded from 09 Jan
2012 to 01 April 2012.
Time in hours Weeks
Total /week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
D
o
o
r
Duration 0.638 0.298 0.503 0.396 0.401 0.129 0.073 0.126 0.293 0.796 0.408 0.192
Max 0.415 0.114 0.274 0.159 0.156 0.050 0.051 0.052 0.187 0.636 0.124 0.166
Min 0.015 0.023 0.004 0.033 0.026 0.031 0.022 0.010 0.003 0.017 0.088 0.026
Changes 163 159 161 181 217 85 28 71 114 132 165 33
Max 50 55 61 56 80 35 14 27 47 32 61 18
Min 10 10 3 20 19 20 14 5 2 10 15 15
Mean 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.002
Max 0.010 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.020 0.006 0.011
Min 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001
O
c
c
u
p
a
n
c
y
Duration 8.24 21.55 22.54 20.96 25.94 8.76 0.03 3.35 14.51 41.37 29.48 1.24
Max 7.51 6.46 7.86 7.28 8.14 7.63 0.03 3.27 12.39 10.90 10.51 1.21
Min 0.01 0.72 0.09 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.01 5.64 8.93 0.03
Changes 8 22 9 19 22 6 0 22 71 45 30 2
Max 3 8 3 7 9 3 0 19 44 14 14 2
Min 1 2 1 2 2 1 0 1 6 1 4 2
Mean 0.558 0.894 1.849 0.907 0.968 0.593 0 0.026 0.298 1.184 0.544 0.086
Max 3.753 3.227 7.852 3.637 4.069 3.816 0 0.165 2.059 5.362 2.223 0.605
Min 0.013 0.354 0.010 0.285 0.690 0.013 0 0.010 0.013 0.415 0.749 0.605
L
ig
h
t
Duration 19.80 17.10 15.70 15.27 18.63 9.20 3.54 5.14 8.52 15.98 14.37 1.19
Max 7.13 5.61 5.55 5.02 5.22 4.54 2.41 2.47 4.71 4.91 5.70 1.19
Min 0.95 1.08 1.52 1.21 0.97 2.04 1.13 0.20 1.89 1.40 0.02 1.19
Changes 23 28 28 31 26 17 6 14 16 29 19 3
Max 8 7 11 8 7 6 4 6 6 10 7 3
Min 2 4 5 3 2 5 2 2 5 3 1 3
Mean 0.604 0.422 0.350 0.445 0.702 0.241 0.213 0.188 0.221 0.391 0.354 0.057
Max 1.344 0.821 0.994 1.256 2.611 0.907 1.207 0.429 0.786 0.758 1.140 0.397
Min 0.271 0.270 0.218 0.151 0.161 0.340 0.281 0.098 0.378 0.392 0.021 0.397
C
h
a
ir
Duration 3.66 9.85 5.83 7.75 12.74 2.36 0 1.63 0.05 11.55 10.56 0.87
Max 3.28 3.01 2.94 2.38 4.00 1.38 0 1.63 0.04 3.93 4.37 0.87
Min 0.38 0.71 0.78 1.42 2.34 0.98 0 1.63 0.00 1.14 2.98 0.87
Changes 8 29 20 36 42 9 0 10 1 35 28 5
Max 5 10 7 11 15 5 0 10 1 10 12 5
Min 3 2 6 7 7 4 0 10 1 4 6 5
Mean 0.112 0.248 0.128 0.122 0.183 0.074 0 0.023 0.004 0.248 0.170 0.025
Max 0.657 0.429 0.486 0.231 0.442 0.274 0 0.162 0.029 0.653 0.530 0.173
Min 0.126 0.277 0.109 0.202 0.193 0.244 0 0.162 0.029 0.170 0.298 0.173
C
o
m
p
u
te
r
Duration 4.36 3.75 3.33 2.11 4.44 1.21 0 0.71 1.80 5.48 1.96 0.01
Max 2.31 1.38 1.50 0.72 1.39 0.80 0 0.71 1.17 1.48 1.05 0.01
Min 0.08 0.29 0.44 0.29 0.73 0.40 0 0.71 0.01 0.64 0.02 0.01
Changes 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0
Max 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Min 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Mean 0.037 0.016 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.015 0 0 0 0.026 0.019 0
Max 0.151 0.110 0.094 0.000 0.000 0.106 0 0 0 0.094 0.134 0
Min 0.109 0.110 0.094 0.000 0.000 0.106 0 0 0 0.088 0.134 0
W
in
d
o
w
Duration 0 0 0 4.68 3.32 2.05 0 0 3.62 13.42 13.84 0
Max 0 0 0 2.41 3.21 2.05 0 0 3.59 3.86 5.09 0
Min 0 0 0 2.27 0.11 2.05 0 0 0.03 1.78 4.15 0
Changes 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 2 5 3 0
Max 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
Min 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
Mean 0 0 0 0.668 0.475 0.293 0 0 0.517 1.917 1.978 0
Max 0 0 0 2.409 3.208 2.050 0 0 3.594 3.860 5.086 0
Min 0 0 0 2.267 0.115 2.050 0 0 0.027 1.782 4.154 0
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Appendix E - Similarity Measure
Results of Users’ Behaviour
Detailed experimental results of similarity measures for users’ behaviour are pre-
sented in this appendix.
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Table 1: The similarity measure results of User #2 activity in an office environ-
ment for periods 5 days and 5 weeks. The similarity measures are used Hamming
Distance technique.
Data 43200 samples per day for a period of 5 days
Office occupancy
Day 1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 8940 16601 6601 14504 46646
2 8940 0 9300 2106 17795 38141
3 16601 9300 0 1399 11978 39278
4 6601 2106 1399 0 17924 28031
5 14504 17795 11978 17924 0 62202
Light activity
1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 8035 21911 5920 14260 50125
2 8035 0 13876 0 13770 35681
3 21911 13876 0 0 2635 38421
4 5920 0 0 0 13968 19888
5 14260 13770 2635 13968 0 44633
Computer activity
1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 4886 5326 4823 5245 20280
2 4886 0 6929 6737 8334 26886
3 5326 6929 0 4350 5498 22103
4 4823 6737 4350 0 7602 23511
5 5245 8334 5498 7602 0 26679
Data 216000 samples per week for a period of 5 weeks
Office occupancy
Week 1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 41094 42293 38042 58537 179966
2 41094 0 51125 60687 67915 220821
3 42293 51125 0 53101 57040 203559
4 38042 60687 53101 0 34551 186381
5 58537 67915 57040 34551 0 218043
Light activity
1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 30761 41014 27101 25979 124855
2 30761 0 38553 32947 29394 131655
3 41014 38553 0 29394 30307 139268
4 27101 32947 29394 0 24106 113548
5 25979 29394 30307 24106 0 109786
Computer activity
1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 0 25661 24516 23638 26274 100089
2 25661 0 21469 23879 25016 96025
3 24516 21469 0 29250 29669 104904
4 23638 23879 29250 0 21518 98285
5 26274 25016 29669 21518 0 102477
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Appendix F - Validation of
Activity Recognition
Detailed annotation activity and fuzzy rules of single-user’s activity recognition
in an office environment are presented in this appendix.
In this research, data D7 from User #3 was used to validate this activity
recognition model. The validation compares the workers activity, detected by
the recognition model, with the annotated data. The percentage obtained from
comparing a recognition signal with a sensory signal was used to compute the
accuracy of the model.
An annotation method was used to record workers’ activity during a working
day [168, 169], for comparison between the WSN data collection and the output
from the activity recognition model. In order to compare the sensory data and
the manually recorded data, the sensors data was collected continuously using the
office intelligence system and the specific ADW of users in an office environment
was annotated. For example, Figures 1 and Figure 2 show specific activities that
were manually recorded for Users #2 and #3, respectively.
In this research, activity recognition models were developed to recognise and
classify the ADL of an office worker into six categories of user’s activity (e.g.
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Figure 1: The record forms of user’s activity annotation in an office environment
for User #2.
at home, out of office for duties, lunch, short, not using computer, and using
computer). Example patterns of activity recognition are shown in Figure 3. In
the university’s office environment, accurate activity recognition was challenging,
because the academic office workers (as the observed users of this research) did
169
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Figure 2: The record forms of user’s activity annotation in an office environment
for User #3.
Figure 3: The samples of activity patterns, generated by activity recognition of
User #3 for two days (23-04-2012 to 24-04-2012).
not use the office all of the time (i.e., they were lecturing, in meetings, temporarily
absent during semester breaks etc.).
In Figure 4, the comparisons between collected sensory signals and recognition
output signals were used to compute the accuracy of the activity recognition. The
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Figure 4: The comparision between sensory signals and recognition out signal.
accuracy of activity recognition, using an event-driven model and IF-THEN rules
for real data based on User #3s activities on 23-04-2012, obtained 91 % (i.e.,
between Computer’s signal and user’s activity signal of using PC and not using
PC). Meanwhile, the accuracy between PIR’s signal and user’s activity of out of
the office, such as at home, out of office duties, lunch, and short breaks, was 90.81
% (i.e., between PIR and user’s activity signals). Further examination showed
that overlapping occurred between different user’s activities, which influenced
the accuracy of the activity recognition. For example, if the computer was still
turned on, but the user had left the office, the activity recognition gave priority
to leaves the office as being the selected activity. Therefore, the comparison
between sensors signals and recognition signals, slightly affected the percentage
of recognition accuracy.
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